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Modern telecommunication systems have seen an 
increased demand on delivering digital media such 
as messages, audio, images, videos, and immersive 
media. This applies especially to mobile communi-
cation systems which, for the currently rolled out 
fifth generation (5G), are expected to cater for 
virtual reality and augmented reality applications. 
Recently, discussions on sixth generation (6G) 
mobile communication systems have commenced 
that foresee an increased portfolio of digital media 
including digital twins and holopresence. Further, 
securing communication to prevent access from 
adversaries and hiding secret information have be-
come an integral part of digital communications to 
provide data confidentiality, data integrity, user au-
thentication, and non-repudiation. Cryptography 
aims at securely protecting the content of messag-
es to prevent unauthorized access to information 
while the objective of steganography is to conceal 
the existence of messages. Steganography consti-
tutes a class of information hiding techniques that 
provides covert communication between two par-
ties such that the information exchange cannot be 
observed by an attacker. In general terms, a secret 
object is embedded in a cover object to constitute 
a stego-object. Since the human auditory system 
and human visual system are relatively insensitive 
to small changes in digital media, hiding secret 
information in digital audio, images, and videos 
is increasingly been used. This thesis focuses on 
applying steganography to new digital media, i.e., 
high-definition (HD) images and 360° videos which 
both have significantly larger resolutions com-

pared to conventional digital images and videos. 
This feature allows for hiding larger amounts of se-
cret data in HD cover images and 360° cover vid-
eos. To keep the computational load of data hiding 
low, least significant bit (LSB) data hiding methods 
are considered and their performance is assessed.

This thesis is divided into an introduction part and 
a research part based on four peer-reviewed pub-
lications. The introduction part contains funda-
mentals of data hiding, terminologies used in ste-
ganography, LSB data hiding, and metrics used to 
assess the performance of data hiding techniques. 
A classification of LSB data hiding techniques in 
digital media is proposed. Furthermore, compre-
hensive surveys of the state-of-the-art LSB data 
hiding techniques used for conventional digital im-
ages and videos are provided. The first paper in the 
research part examines moderately significant bit 
data hiding techniques for HD images. In contrast 
to LSB data hiding, the potential of HD images to 
engage higher bit planes for increasing the capacity 
of hiding secret images is explored. In the second 
paper, positioning strategies for light-weight data 
hiding of secret images in moderately significant 
bits of HD cover images are proposed and exam-
ined. The third paper proposes a spherical light-
weight data hiding technique for 360° videos with 
equirectangular projection between sphere and 
plane. Finally, the fourth paper proposes a spheri-
cal LSB data hiding approach to embed secret vid-
eos in 360° cover videos along with morphological 
operations.
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Abstract

Modern telecommunication systems have seen an increased demand on
delivering digital media such as messages, audio, images, videos, and immer-
sive media. This applies especially to mobile communication systems which,
for the currently rolled out fifth generation (5G), are expected to cater for
virtual reality and augmented reality applications. Recently, discussions
on sixth generation (6G) mobile communication systems have commenced
that foresee an increased portfolio of digital media including digital twins
and holopresence. Further, securing communication to prevent access from
adversaries and hiding secret information have become an integral part of
digital communications to provide data confidentiality, data integrity, user
authentication, and non-repudiation. Cryptography aims at securely protect-
ing the content of messages to prevent unauthorized access to information
while the objective of steganography is to conceal the existence of messages.
Steganography constitutes a class of information hiding techniques that pro-
vides covert communication between two parties such that the information
exchange cannot be observed by an attacker. In general terms, a secret
object is embedded in a cover object to constitute a stego-object. Since the
human auditory system and human visual system are relatively insensitive
to small changes in digital media, hiding secret information in digital audio,
images, and videos is increasingly been used. This thesis focuses on applying
steganography to new digital media, i.e., high-definition (HD) images and
360◦ videos which both have significantly larger resolutions compared to
conventional digital images and videos. This feature allows for hiding larger
amounts of secret data in HD cover images and 360◦ cover videos. To keep
the computational load of data hiding low, least significant bit (LSB) data
hiding methods are considered and their performance is assessed.

This thesis is divided into an introduction part and a research part
based on four peer-reviewed publications. The introduction part contains
fundamentals of data hiding, terminologies used in steganography, LSB
data hiding, and metrics used to assess the performance of data hiding
techniques. A classification of LSB data hiding techniques in digital media
is proposed. Furthermore, comprehensive surveys of the state-of-the-art
LSB data hiding techniques used for conventional digital images and videos
are provided. The first paper in the research part examines moderately
significant bit data hiding techniques for HD images. In contrast to LSB
data hiding, the potential of HD images to engage higher bit planes for
increasing the capacity of hiding secret images is explored. In the second
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paper, positioning strategies for light-weight data hiding of secret images in
moderately significant bits of HD cover images are proposed and examined.
The third paper proposes a spherical light-weight data hiding technique
for 360◦ videos with equirectangular projection between sphere and plane.
Finally, the fourth paper proposes a spherical LSB data hiding approach to
embed secret videos in 360◦ cover videos along with morphological operations.
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Preface

This thesis summarizes my research in the field of steganography for new
digital media using least significant bit (LSB) data hiding. LSB methods are
first used and assessed for high-definition images. Then, LSB data hiding is
applied to 360◦ videos. The work has been carried out at the Department of
Computer Science, Faculty of Computing, Blekinge Institute of Technology,
Karlskrona, Sweden. The thesis consists of an introduction and the following
four conference papers:

• Paper I: D. N. Tran, H.-J. Zepernick, and T. M. C. Chu, “On Mod-
erately Significant Bit Data Hiding Techniques for High-Definition
Images,” in Proc. International Conference on Advanced Technologies
for Communications, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, Oct. 2018, pp.
47-52.

• Paper II: D. N. Tran, H.-J. Zepernick, and T. M. C. Chu, “On the Po-
sitioning of Moderately Significant Bit Data Hiding in High-Definition
Images,” in Proc. International Conference on Signal Processing and
Communication Systems, Cairns, Australia, Dec. 2018, pp. 1-9.

• Paper III: D. N. Tran and H.-J. Zepernick, “Spherical Light-Weight
Data Hiding in 360-Degree Videos With Equirectangular Projection,”
in Proc. International Conference on Advanced Technologies for Com-
munications, Hanoi, Vietnam, Oct. 2019, pp. 56-62 (received a Best
Student Paper Award).

• Paper IV: D. N. Tran and H.-J. Zepernick, “Spherical LSB Data
Hiding in 360◦ Videos Using Morphological Operations,” in Proc.
International Conference on Signal Processing and Communication
Systems, Gold Coast, Australia, Dec. 2019, pp. 573-582.
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1
Introduction

1.1 Motivation
The large technological advances in telecommunication networks and

systems have been accompanied by the development and delivery of a large
portfolio of new services and applications. Specifically, digital media such
as short message services, digital audio, images, and videos have become
an essential part of our everyday lives. Modern telecommunication systems
including mobile communication systems offer high bandwidth, ultra-low
latency, and ultra-low packet loss rate as required for the delivery of digital
media with satisfactory quality.

New digital media such as high-definition (HD) images, HD videos,
360◦ videos, and immersive digital media like virtual reality (VR) and
augmented reality (AR) have received an increased demand from consumers
and industries in recent years. The upcoming fifth generation (5G) mobile
communication systems have already been developed to also account for VR
and AR applications [1]. Visions for future sixth generation (6G) technologies
foresee that immersive digital media will be extended to digital twins and
holopresence and will be among the key drivers of 6G to result in so-called
ubiquitous wireless intelligence by around 2030 [2]. Because digital media
are delivered over wired and wireless networks, related applications and
digital content have become a primary target of attackers. As such, digital
media security has acquired tremendous significance and will be even more
important with the development and delivery of new digital media over
digital communication systems.

Cryptography and information hiding are the two main approaches for
secure communication in the presence of a malicious entity called adversary
[3]. These malicious third parties attempt, e.g., to discover or corrupt the
secret data, and to spoof the identity of the legitimate users among many
other potential malicious attacks. Cryptography focuses on protecting secret
data using encryption which transforms plaintext into ciphertext. Typically,
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1 . INTRODUCTION

a pseudo-random encryption key is used with an encryption scheme to trans-
form secret data into a noise-like data stream. Objectives of cryptography
include securing the confidentiality of the secret data, data integrity in
terms of accuracy and consistency, authentication of legitimate users, and
non-repudiation such as proofing integrity and origin of data as well as gen-
uine authentication with high confidence. On the other hand, information
hiding is concerned with providing methods that hide the very existence
of secret data such that it does not attract suspicion by an adversary [4].
Objectives of information hiding include copyright and ownership protection
of digital media using watermarking, authentication based on fingerprinting,
and communicating secret data using a suitable carrier.

Steganography is a prominent class of information hiding that aims at
reliably conveying secret data embedded in a cover object over a covert
channel. Specifically, a secret object is hidden in an appropriate cover object
such that it is imperceptual to an adversary in the resulting stego-object.
Since the human auditory system (HAS) and human visual system (HVS)
are relatively insensitive to small changes in digital media, hiding secret
information in digital audio, images, and videos is increasingly been used.
A benefit of steganography over cryptography is that it may arouse less
suspicion. Many digital media steganography methods have been proposed
for conventional digital audio, image, and video formats that act as cover
for secret data. Steganography for new digital media is less developed due
to immersive digital media themselves being still in the process of further
development.

This thesis contributes to steganography for new digital media, i.e.,
hiding secret data in HD images and 360◦ videos. Focus is given to least
significant bit (LSB) data hiding because it supports high hiding capacity
while it keeps the computational load for embedding secret data in digital
cover media low. For this purpose, a classification of LSB data hiding
techniques in digital media is proposed. Comprehensive surveys of the state-
of-the-art LSB data hiding techniques used for conventional digital images
and videos are provided. Given this contemporary context, moderately
significant bit data hiding techniques for HD images are examined. In
contrast to LSB data hiding, the potential of HD images to engage higher
bit planes for increasing the capacity of hiding secret images is explored.
On this basis, positioning strategies for light-weight data hiding of secret
images in moderately significant bits of HD cover images are proposed and
examined. Then, a spherical light-weight data hiding technique for 360◦
videos with equirectangular projection between sphere and plane is proposed
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1.2. FUNDAMENTALS OF DATA HIDING

and examined. The positioning of the LSB data hiding in this work takes
advantage of the fact that humans typically focus their attention on the
equator rather than the poles of 360◦ video stimuli. Finally, a spherical LSB
data hiding approach to embed secret videos in 360◦ cover videos along with
morphological operations is proposed. This approach takes advantage of
the HVS being more sensitive to modifications in smooth areas of a visual
stimulus compared to edge areas with sudden changes of intensity. As such,
morphological operations together with an edge detector are used to perform
LSB data hiding while maintaining sufficient perceptual quality.

The rest of this introduction part contains fundamentals of data hiding,
terminologies used in steganography, LSB data hiding, and metrics used
to assess the performance of data hiding techniques. Furthermore, a thesis
overview is provided that summarizes the contributions of the thesis. Finally,
some topics for future research on steganography for new digital media are
suggested.

1.2 Fundamentals of Data Hiding

1.2.1 The Prisoner’s Problem

Data hiding is proposed as a solution to the prisoner’s problem by Simon
in 1983 [5]. Two prisoners, called Alice and Bob, are locked separately
in cells and are observed by a warden, called Wendy. Alice and Bob are
allowed to communicate with each other but only in a transparent way while
Wendy can fully observe the channel, check the message content, and even
modify the transmitted data if it is needed. The prisoners have to accept all
the conditions from the warden for an opportunity of communicating. The
prisoner’s problem is to design a subliminal channel to exchange information
unconsciously and securely. The transmitted data needs to either carry
additional secret information without causing suspicious attention from the
warden or have the ability to authenticate legal participants without addi-
tional information (see Fig. 1.1). There are many applications of information
security that can be presented as the prisoner’s problem. For example, a
secure communication channel is designed to cover an amount of additional
information with little impact on the channel such that it is observed as if it
was unchanged. Therefore, an attacker cannot notice the existence of the
additional data and does not have a chance to obtain the secret information.
Another application is the protection of the copyright and ownership of
digital media. Additional information hidden in a medium can provide
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1 . INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Diagram of the prisoner’s problem.

the ability to authenticate legal owners, track communication routes, and
identify the source of media.

Cryptography techniques as such cannot resolve the prisoner’s problem.
The nature of cryptography is to transform a plain understandable message
into a meaningless message using encryption. Although the content of
encrypted data cannot be revealed, its existence always gets attention to
anyone observing the transmission. It allows an attacker to narrow the target
and focus the attempt on attacking the right network systems. Data hiding
or information hiding is referred to as the act of embedding a secret message
into a cover object. In particular, Alice may use a data hiding method to
embed a secret object into a cover object. The modification to the cover
object should be kept to a level such that it cannot be noticed by an observer.
Alice sends the stego-object which carries the secret object to Bob. At the
receiver, Bob inverses the processing of Alice to extract the secret object
from the stego-object. Therefore, Alice and Bob can communicate secretly
while Wendy does not know the existence of the actual covert channel. The
prisoner’s problem is solved.

1.2.2 Data Hiding Model

The most popular model of data hiding has been proposed at the first
workshop on information hiding in 1996 [6]. Related terminologies used in
this context are explained in the following with reference to Fig. 1.2.

• A secret object is something that needs to be embedded into another
object. The object can be text, audio, an image or a video file. Because
digital media are presented in binary form as bitstream, the term of
secret bits is sometimes used.
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1.2. FUNDAMENTALS OF DATA HIDING

Figure 1.2: Data hiding model [6] ©[1996]IEEE.

• A stego-object is the output of the hiding process, i.e., an object
that is modified to cover or conceal the secret object. The stego-object
is transferred transparently and its content is monitored during the
transmission.

• A cover object is the original version of the stego-object before being
modified.

• A stego-key is additional information needed to control the hiding
process.

• Embedding is the process of hiding the secret object into the cover
object.

• Extracting is the process of retrieving the secret object from the
stego-object.

• A steganalyst is the entity trying to detect the secret object that is
embedded in the stego-object. Depending on the aims, a steganalyst
can extract, modify, remove the secret object, or even corrupt the
transmission.

1.2.3 Classification

Based on the particular security purpose, data hiding methods can be
classified into steganography and watermarking.

Steganography concentrates on concealing the existence of a secret object.
The features and appearance of a stego-object and cover object should be
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1 . INTRODUCTION

kept as similar as possible so that the steganalyst gets no attention to the
secret object being embedded inside the stego-object. Similarity of format
and correlation of content between cover object and secret object is not
required. In most cases, their content is irrelevant to each other.

Watermarking focuses on authentication of the communication and the
data transferred. The secret object has a close relationship with the cover
object which can be the information about the owner, a copyright, or special
characteristics of the cover object. The secret object carried in the stego-
object can be perceptible or imperceptible depending on the watermark
design, but it needs to be strong against outside impacts. Performance met-
rics of steganography and watermarking techniques are given in Section 1.4.

Data hiding techniques exploit characteristics of the cover object. There-
fore, another common way of classification of data hiding is based on the
type of the cover object as follows:

• Text data hiding is based on changing the format of text such as
abbreviation, white space, line, word shifting, font styles, character
sizes, and so on.

• Audio data hiding is based on properties of the HAS. The modifica-
tion in stego-audio should be kept small such that it is not perceived by
the HAS. Audio data hiding can be applied in the temporal, transform,
and coded domain [7].

• Image data hiding is based on features of the HVS. A stego-image
and cover image need to be similar such that the HVS cannot dis-
tinguish between them. Image data hiding techniques typically use
pixel intensities in the spatial domain or transform coefficients in the
frequency domain [8].

• Video data hiding can modify the video frames and the audio
components of a video. Therefore, several data hiding techniques for
audio and images can also be applied to videos. However, the structure
of videos is more complicated than that of an individual image or an
audio stream.

• Network data hiding exploits protocol data units such as header
and payload, or control messages as carrier of the secret data [9].

6



1.3. LSB DATA HIDING

1.3 LSB Data Hiding

The term least significant bit refers to a bit in a multiple-bit binary
number that has the lowest order. In view of data hiding, the expression
“insignificant” not only means being low in order or value, but also the
ability to be changed without noticeable impact on the quality of the source.

In 1989, a digital data security system was invented based on substituting
an identification code for insignificant bits of digital signals recorded on a
disc [10]. In 1992, an LSB data hiding technique was described for images
in [11], which has become the basis of many steganography software tools
such as StegoDos, White Noise Storm, and S-Tool [12]. In the early 1990s,
several LSB watermarking algorithms were also proposed [13], [14].

Figure 1.3: Bit position numbering with less significant bits further to the
right.

Fig. 1.3 shows a multiple-bit binary number referred to as word of bit
width B. The different positions of a word are also called bit planes. The
LSB is the rightmost bit while the most significant bit (MSB) is the leftmost
bit. A modification of the LSBs of a sequence of words of a cover object
typically have little effect on the quality of the cover object. The concept of
LSB data hiding can be extended to higher bit planes such as the second
LSB, third LSB, and so on. This approach increases capacity at the expense
of quality.

1.4 Performance Metrics

In [12, 15, 16], nearly a dozen of factors are considered for assessing
data hiding techniques. The most popular metrics used for evaluating
the performance of data hiding techniques are capacity, imperceptibility,
robustness, detectability, security, and effectiveness.

7
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1.4.1 Capacity

Capacity refers to the number of secret bits that can be embedded in a
cover object. Different types of cover objects may use different definitions of
capacity. For audio, capacity is the hiding rate measuring the number of
secret bits transferred in each second or bits per second (bps). For digital
images, capacity is the average number of bits hidden in a pixel of the cover
image or bits per pixel (bpp). For digital videos, capacity can be defined as
the average number of secret bits concealed in each video frame or bits per
pixel per frame (bpp/frame).

1.4.2 Imperceptibility

Imperceptibility refers to the ability of distinguishing between a cover
object and a stego-object, which can be checked by both humans and com-
puter analysis. A human uses the HAS and HVS to compare the differences
between two objects, assess their qualities, or detect the distortion of the
stego-object compared to the cover object. Imperceptibility is measured as
degradation due to the modification to the cover object. Performance metrics
that quantify such degradation include the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), mean
squared error (MSE), peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [17] , and structural
similarity (SSIM) index [18].

1.4.3 Robustness

Robustness refers to the ability to protect a secret object against im-
pairments caused to the stego-object. The impairments can be inflicted by
channel noise or common signal processing such as compression, filtering,
and coding. Furthermore, some types of attacks from a steganalyst and
other illegal entities are also taken into account to measure the robustness.

The requirement for robustness of data hiding depends mainly on the
application. Most watermarking schemes need to achieve high robustness be-
cause the integrity of the watermark is required in the authentication process.
Changing or losing secret information during processing and transmitting
can lead to ineffectiveness of watermarking schemes. High robustness is also
needed against attacks aiming to damage operations or stall the availability
of a system. However, there exist some watermarking algorithms in which
robustness is set purposely to a low level. These are called fragile watermarks
which are usually used in lossless signals. Regarding steganography, the
requirement for robustness is not as strict as for watermarking techniques.
Steganography techniques are based on channel conditions and require only

8
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a reasonable level of robustness such that the secret object can be sent
successfully from sender to receiver.

1.4.4 Detectability

Detectability is the ability of a data hiding system to protect a secret
message hidden in a stego-object from being detected by a steganalyst [19].

Detectability is not limited to distinguishing between stego-object and
cover object like imperceptibility. Although imperceptibility makes detection
more difficult, other factors need also to be considered such as the size of
hiding space and the strategies used by the steganalyst.

1.4.5 Security

Security measures the ability of protecting secret objects against attacks of
a steganalyst such as reading secret content, tampering, reusing, and remov-
ing the secret object. Security is the most crucial metric for watermarking
techniques while it is not as important as detectability for steganography.

Most publications on steganography have considered security of steganog-
raphy algorithms as being equal to the ability of making the secret object as
not detectable. The secret object is secure until the stego-object is specified
and the hiding places are determined. This is true only for pure steganogra-
phy which uses simple data hiding without a stego-key. It is not true for
many other approaches such as steganography combined with cryptography
where the message content is kept secure even when all secret objects are
extracted. For watermarking techniques, many studies assume that security
is equivalent to robustness. However, attacks of tampering and reusing
watermarks cannot be categorized in this way.

1.4.6 Effectiveness

Effectiveness is a criterion that is seldom mentioned in publications but
should always be considered when designing and selecting data hiding al-
gorithms. Effectiveness accounts for the time and computational cost for
embedding and extracting secret objects, required resources for performing
an algorithm, and capacity of the communication channel. In [15], the em-
bedding effectiveness of a watermarking system is defined as the probability
of an error when the authentication is checked immediately after embedding
without any subsequent distortion.

9
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1.5 Thesis Overview

This thesis focuses on applying steganography to new digital media, i.e.,
HD images and 360◦ videos which both have significantly larger resolutions
compared to conventional digital images and videos. This feature allows
for hiding larger amounts of secret data in HD cover images and 360◦ cover
videos. To keep the computational load of data hiding low, LSB data hiding
methods are considered and their performance is assessed. The remainder of
this thesis is divided into a survey part (Chapters 2-4) and a research part
(Chapters 5-8) based on four peer-reviewed publications.

The survey part commences with a classification of LSB data hiding
techniques in digital media. Furthermore, comprehensive surveys of the
state-of-the-art LSB data hiding techniques used for conventional digital
images and videos are provided. These surveys reveal that steganography in
general and LSB data hiding techniques in particular are less developed for
new digital media compared to conventional digital media.

The research part of the thesis contains contributions to the field of
steganography with focus on LSB data hiding for selected new digital media,
i.e., HD images and 360◦ videos. The first paper of the research part
examines moderately significant bit data hiding techniques for HD images.
In contrast to LSB data hiding, the potential of HD images to engage higher
bit planes for increasing the capacity of hiding secret images is explored.
Performance assessment is conducted in terms of PSNR and SSIM. In the
second paper, positioning strategies for light-weight data hiding of secret
images in moderately significant bits of HD cover images are proposed and
examined. The assessment and comparison of the objective perceptual quality
achieved by LSB data hiding in different regions of HD images are performed
using PSNR, SSIM, and the visual information fidelity (VIF) criterion.
The third paper proposes a spherical light-weight data hiding technique
for 360◦ videos with equirectangular projection between sphere and plane.
In order to account for the warping effect caused by the equirectangular
projection, the performance assessment of the different examined scenarios
uses the weighted-to-spherically-uniform PSNR (WS-PSNR) and the Craster
parabolic projection PSNR (CPP-PSNR). Finally, the fourth paper proposes
a spherical LSB data hiding approach to embed secret videos in 360◦ cover
videos along with morphological operations in which LSB data hiding is
used in the North Pole and South Pole. Furthermore, the edges in the
mid-region of the 360◦ video frames are exploited for data hiding to improve
capacity using an edge detection algorithm and morphological operations.
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A performance assessment is provided to illustrate the trade-off between
capacity and quality.

1.5.1 On Moderately Significant Bit Data Hiding Techniques
for High-Definition Images

In Chaper 5, moderately significant bit data hiding techniques for HD
images are studied. In contrast to LSB data hiding, the potential of HD
images to engage higher order bits for increasing the capacity of hiding secret
images is explored. In particular, the number of secret images embedded in
moderately significant bits of a given cover image is successively increased
to study the impact of this data hiding approach on image fidelity and
image quality in the context of HD images. A comprehensive performance
assessment is conducted on the stego-image carrying the secret images in
terms of PSNR and SSIM index. It is shown that HD images indeed offer the
potential of hiding several images within certain image fidelity and objective
perceptual image quality constraints of the resulting HD stego-images.

1.5.2 On the Positioning of Moderately Significant Bit Data
Hiding in High-Definition Images

Mobile services have seen a shift from voice services toward visual stimuli-
based services ranging from mobile imaging over mobile gaming to upcoming
mobile extended reality applications. In Chapter 6, given the increased
resolutions of the related mobile multimedia formats, several positioning
strategies for light-weight data hiding of secret images in moderately sig-
nificant bits of HD cover images are proposed and examined. Apart from
linear and random positioning, visual attention mechanisms of the human
visual system are addressed by separately utilizing either the background or
center of the HD cover image for data hiding. A performance assessment
of these positioning strategies is conducted in terms of PSNR, SSIM, and
VIF. It is shown that HD cover images indeed can carry more than a single
secret image until noticeable quality loss is observed. Further, it is revealed
that linear positioning of secret images in the whole, background, or center
of HD cover images outperforms random positioning. As for the utilized
performance metrics, it has been observed that PSNR cannot differentiate
among the positioning strategies as it measures pixel-by-pixel differences
and hence removes the impact of the position of the hidden data. As for the
two quality metrics, compared to the SSIM index, VIF is found to stronger
differentiate among the performance of the considered positioning strategies.
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1.5.3 Spherical Light-Weight Data Hiding in 360-Degree
Videos With Equirectangular Projection

In Chapter 7, a spherical light-weight data hiding technique is proposed for
360-degree videos with equirectangular projection between sphere and plane.
In particular, computationally efficient LSB data hiding is applied to the
color encoded equirectangular projection of the sphere. As viewers put more
attention to the areas around the equator of a 360-degree video compared to
the poles, LSB data hiding may be performed in the regions around the poles
without causing perceptually significant quality degradation. In addition,
the equirectangular projection induces a huge amount of data redundancy in
the areas near the poles which increases the capacity available for LSB data
hiding. A performance assessment of the proposed spherical light-weight data
hiding technique is conducted using WS-PSNR and CPP-PSNR. Because
both metrics take the non-linear relationship between samples on the sphere
and the samples mapped to the plane into account, they are well suited
for assessing the performance of the spherical LSB data hiding technique.
Numerical results are provided for scenarios in which a 360-degree cover
video carries a secret video using different numbers of bit planes. It is shown
that video fidelity in terms of WS-PSNR and CPP-PSNR is indeed kept high
in the 360-degree stego-video as long as the LSB data hiding is performed
in the areas around the poles.

1.5.4 Spherical LSB Data Hiding in 360◦ Videos Using
Morphological Operations

Steganography has been widely used to embed secret data in cover
multimedia carriers including digital image, audio, and video files such
that the confidential information being communicated is hidden. Immersive
multimedia, e.g., 360◦ videos, have recently received increased attention as
promising applications for the Internet and 5G mobile networks. In Chapter
8, steganography for hiding secret data in an immersive multimedia carrier
is studied. Specifically, a spherical LSB data hiding approach is proposed to
embed secret videos in 360◦ cover videos along with morphological operations.
Due to viewers are paying less attention to the North and South Poles
compared to the Equator region of 360◦ videos, LSB data hiding is performed
around the poles of the equirectangular projection of the sphere to the plane.
Data hiding capacity is increased by using morphological operations in the
remaining mid-region around the Equator which broadens the edge area for
embedding secret data. The proposed spherical LSB data hiding technique
may be used to hide secret videos or other confidential data in 360◦ cover
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videos. It can also be used to increase available bandwidth for communication
purposes as long as embedded data has no significant impact on the quality
as perceived by the end-user. A performance assessment of the proposed
approach is conducted with respect to data hiding capacity and objective
perceptual video quality. Numerical results are provided for a wide range of
scenarios illustrating the trade-offs between capacity and quality.

1.6 Future Work
The research presented in this thesis studies LSB data hiding in HD

images and 360◦ videos. It is concluded that new digital media provides new
ways of applying data hiding. Future work on 360◦ videos may include the
following directions:

• LSB data hiding with other types of projection techniques:
The thesis considers the equirectangular projection which transforms
the sphere onto a rectangular plane. Other types of projection tech-
niques can be used such as cube map projection, octahedron projection,
and segmented sphere projection. The distribution of intensity pixels
on the sphere are projected differently to the plane by these techniques.
This may lead to different hiding positions and different impact on the
quality of the obtained 360◦ videos.

• Developing of objective perceptual quality metrics for 360◦
video: Common performance metrics for 360◦ video quality including
WS-PSNR and CPP-PSNR are based on the differences between pixel
intensities. Future work should be done on quantifying visual quality
as perceived by humans. For example, the SSIM360 metric for 360◦
videos proposed in [20] follows this direction.
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LSB Data Hiding in Digital Media

2.1 Surveys on Steganography for Digital Media

In recent years, a number of surveys have been conducted on steganog-
raphy for digital media such as digital audio, images, and videos. These
works provide comprehensive overviews on the state-of-the-art steganography
techniques for the respective digital media as follows.

In [1], a comparative study of digital audio steganography techniques
is provided where audio files are used as cover medium. This survey is
motivated by the fact that digital audio steganography has become an
attractive approach for data hiding in voice-over-Internet protocol (IP),
audio conferencing and other novel telecommunication technologies. The
performance of the steganography techniques reviewed in this article are
evaluated in terms of robustness, security, and hiding capacity. The review
of audio steganography methods distinguishes between temporal domain,
transform domain, and codec based techniques. In the temporal domain,
conventional LSB, LSB variants engaging higher bit planes, and silence
intervals in speech signals are used for data hiding. The transform domain
methods include tone insertion, phase coding, amplitude coding, cepstral do-
main, spread spectrum, allpass digital filters, and discrete wavelet transform
based data hiding. Data hiding in the code domain resorts on voice encoders
such as adaptive multi-rate (AMR), algebraic code-excited linear prediction
(ACELP), and the SILK encoder developed by Skype. In particular, in-
encoder techniques embed data into speech and music signals such that they
can survive encoding, compression, reverberations, and background noise.
Alternatively, post-encoder techniques hide secret data in the bitstream that
is generated by the audio encoder. The survey concludes with pointing out
several applications and trends such as medical records secrecy, hiding text
messages in audio multimedia messages, embedded data transmission over
acoustic channels, and data storage.
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In [2], a comprehensive survey and analysis of steganography methods
for digital images are provided. An overview on the different types of
information hiding distinguishes between steganography and watermarking
along with related nomenclature. The digital image steganography methods
discussed in this survey include spatial domain techniques that are centered
around LSB replacement techniques, frequency domain methods that utilize
Fourier transform (FT), discrete cosine transform (DCT) and discrete wavelet
transform (DWT), and adaptive steganography. A performance assessment
of the different methods of digital image steganography is mainly conducted
using both PSNR and visual inspection. Reference to other similarity
measures is also provided. In addition, a comparison of several software tools
for steganography is provided with respect to data hiding in the frequency
domain, random bit selection, support for encryption, and supported image
formats. This survey also describes some issues and standards related
to steganalysis for digital images which attempt to attack steganography
methods, e.g., using visual inspection and image histogram characteristics.

In [3], a comprehensive survey of image steganography is provided focus-
ing on techniques, evaluations, and trends in future research. The review
commences with an introduction to information security distinguishing be-
tween cryptography, steganography, and watermarking. Brief background of
steganography is given and general procedures involved in steganography
are discussed. Four properties of steganography systems are reported to
be essential for evaluating and comparing different methods, i.e., imper-
ceptibility, security, capacity of hiding information (or payload capacity),
and robustness. The trade-off between properties of data hiding is used to
classify steganography techniques into naive steganography techniques (ca-
pacity of main concern), secure steganography techniques (security of main
concern), and digital watermarking (robustness of main concern). Given this
background information on steganography, applications and performance
evaluation techniques are presented. The latter includes payload capacity,
PSNR, SSIM, and the correlation coefficient between the intensity of pixels
in the stego-image and cover image. The video steganography techniques
discussed in this survey are classified based on the cover image dimension,
the retrieval nature of separating the secret message from the stego-image,
and the embedding domain. Specifically, the spatial domain image steganog-
raphy considers LSB steganography, pixel value differencing steganography,
histogram shifting based steganography, difference expansion steganography,
multiple bit planes based steganography, palette based steganography, pixel
intensity modulation based steganography, and quantization based steganog-
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raphy. Similar detailed classifications are provided for transform domain
image steganography and adaptive steganography. A detailed evaluation of
the surveyed image steganography techniques is provided with respect to the
spatial domain, transform domain, and adaptive methods. The evaluation
includes classifying the specific methods, description the methods, whether
they are reversible or not, their advantages and disadvantages, and results
related to capacity and PSNR. In addition, guidelines for selecting cover
images are provided which reveal the importance of the cover image in
the steganography process of not leaving suspicious noise in the embedded
image. It is suggested to embed secret messages in image texture or edge
areas rather than smooth areas, use correlation-based cover selection pro-
cedures with respect to the similarity of image blocks, or use the Fisher
information matrix and Gaussian mixture model for measuring embedding
ability. Furthermore, an overview of steganalysis is provided such as sig-
nature and statistical steganalysis. Future directions proposed to improve
current image steganography techniques include exploring features of the
transform domain, using machine learning to optimize adaptive embedding
approaches, combining cryptography with steganography, and developing
advanced counter measures to deal with attacks on the stego-image.

In [4], a comprehensive review of video steganography is provided in the
context of network transmission. Depending on the embedding position of
the secret message, stegonagraphy for digital video is classified into pre-
embedding, intra-embedding, and post-embedding. In video steganography
methods based on pre-embedding, the secret message is embedded in the
raw video domain. In these methods, a video sequence is considered as an
ordered set of frames in which embedding of secret messages is performed in
the spatial or transform domain prior compression. Pre-embedding methods
neither depend on the specific video coding process nor affect the use of
contemporary video coding standards. LSB data hiding belongs to the
prominent video steganography methods used at the pre-embedding stage
as it is simple and offers high embedding capacity. Intra-embedding refers
to methods that combine video coding and syntax elements and are used at
various video processing stages such as intra-prediction, motion estimation,
and DCT coefficients. The intra-embedding methods presented in this
review are performed in the compressed domain for a given video format,
e.g., belonging to the H.26X and MPEG-X families of video compression
standards. In post-embedding, the secret message is embedded in the
bitstream that has been generated by the specific video codec. In this review,
it is suggested to assess the performance of steganography algorithms in
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Figure 2.1: Classification of LSB data hiding techniques for digital media.

terms of imperceptibility, robustness, embedding capacity, and algorithm
complexity. Directions for future video steganography are provided including
H.265 video steganography, robust video steganography, reversible video
steganography, and video steganography based on artificial intelligence.

2.2 Classification of LSB Data Hiding Techniques
While the surveys discussed in Section 2.1 consider a broad spectrum of

digital media steganography methods, this thesis is focused on LSB data
hiding for new digital media. A classification of LSB data hiding for digital
media is therefore provided in Fig. 2.1.

The classification of LSB data hiding may rely on the type of digital
media, i.e., digital audio, image, video, and three-dimensional (3D) media.
LSB data hiding for digital audio can be categorized into techniques that hide
secret messages in the temporal, transform, and coded domain. Similarly,
LSB data hiding for digital images can be classified into techniques that
perform the embedding of secret messages in the spatial, transform, and
quantum domain. Additional sub-categories can be identified for the spatial
and temporal domain techniques of image steganography. LSB data hiding
for digital videos may be organized into techniques that modify raw data
and compressed data with associated sub-categories in each of these two
classes. Finally, 3D digital media stand for new digital media such as 3D
images, 360◦ videos, and may be extended to immersive media like VR, AR,
and future holopresence systems. LSB data hiding techniques for new digital
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media is currently in its infancy and hence requires increased attention in
the coming years to address the security challenges associated with the
upcoming networked immersive media.

In this thesis, LSB data hiding techniques in digital media related to visual
stimuli are considered. The subsequent two chapters will therefore provide
comprehensive surveys on LSB data hiding techniques for conventional digital
images and videos following the classification given in Fig. 2.1. Then, four
research contributions to LSB data hiding in new digital media are provided,
i.e., HD images and 360◦ videos.
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A review of LSB data hiding methods for images is provided in this section
with respect to the classification shown in Fig. 2.1. Accordingly, LSB data
hiding in images may be classified into spatial domain, transform domain,
and quantum domain methods.

3.1 Spatial Domain
LSB data hiding in the spatial domain may be further classified into

conventional, reversible, and HVS-based methods.

3.1.1 Conventional LSB Data Hiding

The most common forms of conventional LSB data hiding are LSB
replacement and LSB matching (LSBM).

LSB Replacement: This technique simply substitutes the LSBs of
the intensity values of a cover image by the bits of a secret message [1].
Apart from using only the LSB for data hiding, two or more bit planes
of a given bit width may be used if additional capacity is needed. LSB
replacement has the benefits of being simple to implement and offering high
capacity. However, it also has the drawbacks of degrading image quality
of the stego-image, weak robustness of the embedded secret data against
image processing of the stego-image, and LSB embeddings may be easily
detected. In particular, the quality of a stego-image reduces significantly
when more than three bit planes are used. Image processing such as source
compression can destroy the secret data hidden in the LSBs of a cover image.
Furthermore, statistical analyzers can detect efficiently the LSB modification
induced on the cover image.

To overcome these drawbacks, some approaches focus on reducing the
degradation of image quality during the embedding process such as adapt-
ing maximum possible capacity for acceptable image fidelity [2], reducing
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the LSB modification [3–5], and adjusting modified pixel intensities [6–8].
Other studies find ways to reduce the detectability of the performed LSB
replacements by randomizing the pixel positions of the cover image with
chaotic maps [9, 10], encoding the cover image with a local binary pattern
before hiding secret bits [11], and combining LSB replacement with other
techniques such as the pixel value differencing (PVD) method [12, 13].

LSB Matching: This approach first makes an individual comparison
between the LSBs of the cover image and the secret bits of the secret message
[14]. If the LSB of the intensity value of a given pixel of the cover image is
equal to the secret bit to be hidden in this pixel, no modification is performed.
Otherwise, the respective intensity value of the cover image is increased or
decreased by one. The number of increased and decreased intensity values
of the cover image is kept balanced such that the LSB modification can
be considered as random noise. This balancing is achieved by using bits
generated from a pseudo-random sequence generator. LSB matching has
been proven to protect the secret message contained in a stego-image from
some statistical attacks better than LSB replacement [15].

Another version of LSB matching, called LSB matching revisited (LS-
BMR), is proposed in [16]. This algorithm embeds a pair (mi, mi+1) of
secret bits mi and mi+1 into a pair (xi, xi+1) of cover image pixel intensities
xi and xi+1. The i-th secret bit is compared to the LSB of the i-th pixel
while the (i+ 1)-th secret bit is compared to the value of a binary function
f(x, y) defined as follows:

f(x, y) = LSB

(⌊
x

2

⌋
+ y

)
(3.1)

where operator LSB(a) returns the LSB of an integer a and bbc denotes the
floor function which gives the greatest integer less than or equal to the input
value b. Then, a pair (yi, yi+1) of modified intensities yi and yi+1 forming
the i-th and (i + 1)-th pixel of the stego-image is obtained using an LSB
modification that distinguishes the following four cases:

• Case 1: mi = LSB(xi) and mi+1 = f(xi, xi+1)
⇒ yi = xi, yi+1 = xi+1

• Case 2: mi = LSB(xi) and mi+1 6= f(xi, xi+1)
⇒ yi = xi, yi+1 = xi+1 ± 1

• Case 3: mi 6= LSB(xi) and mi+1 = f(xi − 1, xi+1)
⇒ yi = xi − 1, yi+1 = xi+1
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Figure 3.1: LSB data hiding in combination with cryptography.

• Case 4: mi 6= LSB(xi) and mi+1 6= f(xi − 1, xi+1)
⇒ yi = xi + 1, yi+1 = xi+1

Given the processing according to the above four cases, LSBMR reduces
the number of modifications inflicted on the cover image compared to the
original LSB matching which results in improved quality of the stego-image
and reduced detectability of the hidden secret message.

In [17], in order to further improve embedding efficiency, LSB matching
and LSBMR are generalized to the so-called generalized-least significant bit
matching (G-LSB-M) algorithm which uses the sum and difference covering
set of a finite cyclic group of order 2n. In this algorithm, each element
of the finite cyclic group represents n intensities of the cover image and
the secret data is also divided into streams of n bits. It is shown that the
G-LSB-M algorithm can further improve the embedding efficiency and offer
more secure data hiding in terms of the probability of detection of the secret
message compared to LSB matching and LSBMR. It should be mentioned
that the expected number of modifications per pixel (ENMPP) is reduced
from 0.5 for LSB matching (n = 1) and 0.375 for LSBMR (n = 2) to 0.333
for G-LSB-M (n = 3).

To better protect the confidentiality and integrity of secret messages,
some studies propose adding cryptography to LSB data hiding schemes as
illustrated in Fig. 3.1. Instead of directly embedding the secret message, an
encrypted version of the secret message is produced and then hidden in the
cover image. In addition, a cryptographic key is conveyed to the receiving
end through a secret channel to be used for decryption of the secret message.
In [18], an invisible watermarking scheme is proposed which combines LSB
data hiding with a hash function and symmetric cryptography. All the LSBs
of the cover image pixels are cleared first to ensure that the LSB modification
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does not affect the calculation of the hash values at the sender and receiver.
The modified cover image and a fixed binary watermark image are divided
into same-size blocks. The sender applies the MD5 hash function [19] to the
blocks of the cover image with a secret key and the resulting hash values
are XORed with the corresponding blocks of the watermark image. The
final watermark blocks are filled into LSBs of the respective cover blocks.
At the receiver, the integrity of every block in the stego-image is checked by
comparing the hash value that has been calculated from the cover image by
the sender and the the hash value calculated from the stego-image with the
same secret key at the receiver. This authentication watermarking scheme is
extended to the public key system in [20] where a pair of public and private
keys replace the pair of the secret keys. Another watermarking scheme in
combination with cryptography is described in [21] in which block-based
binary logos are used instead of a static mark. Each logo is specialized for
a block of the cover image by including the block position, image index,
the resolution, camera identity (ID), author ID, and several random bits.
Therefore, this scheme can check the authenticity of secret content, the
positions of the blocks, and other related information. In [22], elliptic curve
public-key cryptography (ECC) is performed within the LSB data hiding
scheme. The secret message is transformed into coordinates of points in
the elliptic curve which are encrypted with a public key and then used as
input to the embedding process on the cover image. At the receiver, ECC
encrypted coordinates of points are extracted from the stego-image and
decrypted. In the worst case that the LSB data hiding is detected and all
LSB bits are extracted, the attacker only obtains meaningless coordinate
points and cannot decrypt the secret message. Thus, a higher level of security
is achieved with this method.

3.1.2 Reversible LSB Techniques

The class of reversible LSB techniques relates to the ability to reconstruct
the cover image from the stego-image. During the hiding process, the
conventional LSB methods do not conserve the LSB values of the cover
image. Therefore, the cover image cannot be perfectly recovered from the
stego-image. However, many applications require strictly the exact recovery
of the cover image at the receiver such as medical imagery or military
reconnaissance images. In the spatial domain, several studies have been
conducted to deal with this problem using reconstruction data attachment
and dual-imaging methods.

Reconstruction Data Attachment: In this approach, the information
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needed for the reconstruction of the cover image is compressed, attached
to the secret message, and embedded into the cover image. The very early
reversible LSB data hiding invented in [23] convolves the meta-data related
to a cover image with a carrier signal to form a scrambled image which is
then used as secret watermark. The stego-image is a sum modulo N of the
secret watermark and the cover image where N = 2n for a bit width of n. At
the receiver, the embedded watermark is extracted first from the stego-image
through cross-correlation with the carrier signal. Then, the recovery of the
cover image is performed by modulo N subtraction of the watermark from
the stego-image.

Another reversible data hiding technique with generalized LSB (G-LSB)
modification is proposed in [24] and further developed in [25].

(a) Embedding

(b) Extraction

Figure 3.2: Reversible data hiding using G-LSB modification [24]
©[2005]IEEE.

Let the cover image signal be represented by the vector

c = QL(c) + r (3.2)

where r = c − QL(c) is the residual vector and QL(x) denotes an L-level
scalar quantization function

QL(x) =L
⌊
x

L

⌋
(3.3)
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and the floor function bac performs the truncation of the argument a to
its integer part. Given a cover image c, the G-LSB embedding shown in
Fig. 3.2 (a) substitutes the values of the residual vector r = c−QL(s) by a
watermark vector w to produce a stego-image as

sw = QL(c) + w (3.4)

where the i-th element wi ∈ {0, 1, ..., L−1} of w represents an L-ary symbol.
Here, a compressed version r′ of the residual vector r is appended to the
secret message s to make a watermark w which is to be covered in QL(c) by
G-LSB data hiding. In the extraction process, as illustrated in Fig. 3.2 (b),
the watermark w is calculated as

w = sw −QL(sw) = sw −QL(c) (3.5)

and partitioned into compressed residual vector r′ and secret message s.
The compressed residual vector r′ is decompressed into the residual vector r
which then allows to reconstruct the cover image from the stego-image sw as

c = QL(sw) + r (3.6)

Dual-imaging Method: The idea of using two identical versions of
the cover image in designing a reversible data hiding scheme has originally
been proposed in [26]. This method substitutes a pair of pixels in two
identical cover images for pairs in two different sets. The two sets have only
one common point which is the original pair of pixels in the cover images.
Whatever the intensities are changed in the stego-images, the original pair
of pixels in the cover image is fixed because it is the intersection of two
substitution sets. At the beginning of the recovery process, the pairs of
stego-images are used to specify the substitution sets. The pairs of pixels
in the cover image can be calculated from the common point of the two
substitution sets.

In [27], the LSB matching method is explored as a modification rule
for a dual-imaging method as follows. LSB matching is first implemented
simultaneously with pairs of pixels (xi,j , xi,j+1) and (yi,j , yi,j+1) belonging
to the first and second cover image with two pairs of secret bits (s1,s2) and
(s3,s4), respectively. Subsequent to the embedding process, the modified
pairs of pixels (x′i,j , x′i,j+1) and (y′i,j , y′i,j+1) are checked whether a pair of
original pixels can be restored by performing the floor function on average
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pixel values as

p(i,j) =
⌊
x′i,j + y′i,j

2

⌋
(3.7)

p(i,j+1) =
⌊
x′i,j+1 + y′i,j+1

2

⌋
(3.8)

If xi,j = pi,j and xi,j+1 = pi,j+1, the modified pairs of values (x′i,j , x′i,j+1)
and (y′i,j , y′i,j+1) serve as the intensity values of the stego-image. Otherwise,
a table specifying the modification rule is used to decide the final intensity
values of the stego-image.

In [28], the LSB data hiding with dual-imaging method is improved with
two layers of security. First, the LSBMR algorithm is performed with pairs
of secret bits and pairs of pixels of the cover image. The resulting image
is then duplicated and considered as an input of the dual-imaging LSB
matching method.

3.1.3 HVS-Based LSB Techniques

Human perception of an image depends on the processing of many visual
cues. The image intensity, quantified by the numerical values of the indi-
vidual pixels of an image, may be considered as one of the most important
characteristics of an image as it directly conveys image structures such
as objects, characters, landscapes, and other structural image information.
Other aspects such as color, texture of surfaces, sharpness, size of objects,
and image orientation play a considerable role in how humans perceive and
assess image quality. Therefore, LSB data hiding techniques have been
proposed to take these HVS related aspects into account.

Edge-Based: Depending on the change of intensity values, image regions
may be classified into smooth and edge areas (edge and its close surroundings).
While a smooth area is characterized by little or no change in intensity values,
an edge area shows sharp changes in pixel intensities. Because the HVS is
more sensitive to impairments induced to smooth areas compared to edge
areas, data hiding in the latter is more beneficial with respect to conserving
image quality and reducing visual detectability. In this context, detecting
edges in an image becomes an essential part in the development of LSB data
hiding techniques that take advantage of the HVS being less affected by
modifications in edge areas.

Several works distinguish between edge and smooth areas by directly
considering the change in intensity values as follows. The method in [29] uses
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the difference of two consecutive pixels of an image to classify the difference
value of each pair of pixels into a low-level region (pixel difference smaller
or equal to 15), middle-level region (pixel difference between 15 and 31),
and high-level region (pixel difference greater than 31). The embedding
strategy is based on the finding that edge areas can tolerate a larger number
of changes compared to smooth areas. In particular, k-bit LSB substitution
is used for two consecutive pixels. The value of k depends on the level in
which their difference values falls, i.e., a higher level will use a larger value.
In [30], an average difference value between the smallest intensity and three
additional intensities belonging to a non-overlapping block of 2× 2 pixels
is calculated and compared with a pre-defined threshold. A block resulting
in an average difference value of less than the threshold is classified as a
lower-level or smooth block. In contrast, a block having an average difference
value higher than the threshold is considered as a higher-level or edge area.
In [31], the gradient magnitude of blocks of 3× 3 pixels is calculated and
then compared with a threshold to classify edge and smooth areas. A large
amount of works on this type of LSB data hiding uses edge detectors such as
the Canny, Sobel, Fuzzy, Prewitt, and Laplacian of Gaussian edge detector.
These edge detectors can be applied individually [32–34] or in a combination
as in [35–37]. After classifying a cover image into edge and smooth areas,
their intensities can be used to conceal secret messages such that the pixels
belonging to edge areas carry more secret bits compared to pixels in the
smooth areas.

Other approaches have focused on embedding secret bits only in edges
of a cover image by varying the edge area to obtain a trade-off between
capacity, image quality, and other requirements. In [38], LSBMR is used
with an adaptive selection of pairs of pixels. The cover image is divided
into non-overlapping blocks of pixels which are rotated by a random degree.
A list of pairs of consecutive pixels is collected by raster scanning of each
rotated block. The absolute difference between every two adjacent pixels
in the list is compared with a given threshold to collect pairs of pixels that
are to be used in the embedding process. If the absolute difference is higher
than the threshold, the pair of pixels is chosen to hide secret bits. The
number of available pairs of pixels is estimated and additional pairs of pixels
can be selected by changing the degree of rotation and threshold. Adjusting
the threshold value is also done in [39] where the absolute difference value
is calculated for 3 × 3 blocks of pixels of the cover image. Initially, the
threshold is set to a high value and the blocks having an absolute difference
value higher than the threshold are classified as edge area. This algorithm
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requires the number of edge pixels being approximately four third of the
message length. If this requirement is not fulfilled, the threshold is reduced
to obtain a sufficiently large number of edge pixels. In [40], an LSB method
is proposed that conceals the secret information in so-called complex regions
found by using ant colony optimization (ACO). The size of a complex region
is controlled by changing some functions in the classification stages of the
ACO algorithm such that it is suitable for the length of the secret message.
In [41], the edge pixels are identified using edge detection together with the
morphological operation of dilation. A Canny edge detection is implemented
to detect the edge area and the dilation operation is applied to specify
additional pixels nearby the edges. If the capacity for LSB data hiding is not
sufficient with respect to the size of the secret message, the threshold of the
Canny detection algorithm is adjusted to increase the number of available
edge pixels. Furthermore, the size of the structuring element used with the
dilation operation to define the amount of nearby pixels along the edges can
be increased which in turn widens the range of considered surrounding pixels.

Visual Attention-Based: Apart from structural image information,
visual attention is a process that condenses the vast amount of visual
information arriving at the primary cortex to a small fraction for processing
in high-level centers of the HVS. This behavior of the HVS, differentiating
among regions of a visual stimulus that are considered as more important
compared to other regions, may also be used for advanced LSB data hiding
techniques. For example, visual attention models (VAMs) producing saliency
maps similar to human perception may be used to advise efficient LSB
data hiding solutions and to find suitable locations for data hiding in a
cover image.

In [42–44], LSB watermarking schemes are proposed based on the Itti-
Koch model [45] for finding pixel-wise saliency maps. A secret message
is then embedded into the least salient pixels of the cover image. In [46],
a graph-based visual saliency model [47] is applied to a cover image with
four bit planes commencing with the LSB being set to zero. The saliency
map is used to distinguish between regions of intrest (ROI) and regions of
background (ROB). The cover image pixels that fall in the ROB carry up to
4 secret bits while the pixels in the ROI hide less information or none.

A visual saliency model using covariance features [48] is used in [49]
to classify ROI and region of non-interest (RONI). In view of applications
on resource-constrained devices, in this work, a framework is proposed
for combining selective light-weight encryption with LSB steganography.
However, some findings reported in [50, 51] suggest that the ROI and RONI
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should be selected or interacted with by the users, especially, in the fields of
medical diagnosis and treatment.

3.2 Transform Domain

3.2.1 Discrete Cosine Transform

The discrete cosine transform (DCT) is used in many lossy source com-
pression applications such as the Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG)
format which works with blocks of 8× 8 pixels. The data hiding process for
source compressed image formats such as the JPEG format is illustrated
in Fig. 3.3. All 8 × 8 pixel blocks of the raw image are transferred into
8× 8 real numbers of the frequency domain using DCT. The obtained real
numbers are then quantized using a quantization table to become integer
coefficients. The DCT integer coefficients are represented within a given
bit width stretching from the MSB to the LSB. Therefore, LSB data hiding
techniques can be applied to these DCT coefficients in the frequency domain.

Figure 3.3: Data hiding in the DCT domain.

Many approaches on LSB data hiding in the DCT domain have similarities
to the LSB approaches suggested for the spatial domain. The Jpeg-Jsteg
algorithm implementation made available in [52] simply replaces the LSBs of
the DCT coefficients by secret bits. The difference to the LSB data hiding
in the spatial domain is that the Jpeg-Jsteg algorithm skips all coefficients
whose values are equal to zero or one to avoiding confusion in the extraction
of the secret bits at the receiver.

In [53], several algorithms such as the F3, F4, and F5 algorithm are
described. The F3 algorithm is based on the comparison of the secret
bits with the corresponding LSBs of the non-zero value DCT coefficients.
In the case that these LSBs match, the LSB of the DCT coefficient is
not modification. Otherwise, the absolute value of the DCT coefficient
is decreased by one. The F4 algorithm, an amended version of the F3
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algorithm, makes the same comparison but distinguishes between negative
and positive coefficients with the modification aiming at making the bit-flips
to occur with roughly the same probability. In [54], additional watermarking
processing is performed on the stego-image produced by the F4 algorithm
in order to increase the level of protection of the secret message. The F5
algorithm focuses on scrambling the positions of the DCT coefficients such
that the LSB modifications are spread more noise-like over the entire cover
image.

Some strategies of LSB data hiding in the spatial domain have also been
applied in the DCT domain such as the following. Permutating the DCT
coefficients is used in [55] to reduce the detectability of the secret message.
Evolutionary algorithms for optimizing secret bit substitution orders to
reduce the number of modified pixels in a cover image are used in several
approaches such as particle swarm optimization in [56], genetic algorithm in
[57, 58], cohort intelligence and multi random start local search in [59, 60].
The works in [61–63] applied construction data attachment for the recovery
of the cover image in the DCT domain. A combination of LSB data hiding
with cryptographic algorithms in the DCT domain is proposed in [64–66].

Unlike the pixels in the spatial domain, the DCT coefficients differ from
each other in their significance with respect to an image’s visual quality.
The first DCT coefficient presents the mean of the 64-pixel intensities of
a block of 8 × 8 pixels and is called the direct current (DC) coefficient.
The remaining 63 DCT coefficients, referred to as alternating current (AC)
coefficients, represent the fluctuation of the pixel intensities in a given
block with respect to the mean. The AC coefficients are ordered from less
changing (low-frequency) to significantly changing (high-frequency). An
LSB modification in high-frequency AC coefficients has little impact on the
perceptual image quality compared to an LSB modification in low-frequency
AC coefficients. Therefore, the selection of DCT coefficients for LSB data
hiding should be adapted based on a trade-off between conserving visual
cover image quality and robustness against detecting the secret message. In
[67], only DCT coefficients that carry the middle-frequency parts of the cover
image are modified using watermark embedding. This algorithm processes
between four to sixteen of the 64 DCT coefficients contained in a block
during the watermark embedding while the other DCT coefficients are kept
unchanged. The algorithm proposed in [68] embeds the secret data in the
AC coefficient of the highest frequency. To avoid that the modification in
this position is destroyed due to quantization, the values in the quantization
table associated with this position is set to one. This results in the AC
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coefficients not being affected by the quantization processing. In [69], an
LSB data hiding method for JPEG-compressed images is proposed that uses
all DCT coefficients. A capacity table is derived from the default JPEG
quantization table and a simple HVS model in terms of PSNR. In order to
avoid distortions to the stego-image, the capacity table is used to estimate
the number of bits that can be hidden in each DCT component.

3.2.2 Discrete Wavelet Transform

LSB data hiding approaches have been proposed in the context of one-
dimensional discrete wavelet transform (1D-DWT) and two-dimensional
DWT (2D-DWT).

1D-DWT: In [70], the integer Haar wavelet transform is used to develop
a reversible LSB data hiding technique called difference expansion (DE).
This technique transforms pairs (x, y) of pixel intensity values x and y of
the cover image into pairs (l, h) of the integer average value l and difference
value h of these pixels, i.e.,

l =
⌊
x+ y

2

⌋
(3.9)

h = x− y (3.10)

Given a secret bit b, the difference value h is expanded as

h′ = 2 · h+ b (3.11)

The expansion of h by b in (3.11) is equivalent to shifting each bit of the
binary representation of h by one position to the left and then appending b
as LSB. At the receiver, the secret bit is obtained as the LSB of the difference
value h′ of the stego-image and the difference value h is recovered as

h =
⌊
h′

2

⌋
(3.12)

The original intensity values x and y of the cover image can be recovered
from the respective integer average and difference values using the following
inverse transform:

x = l +
⌊

h+1
2

⌋
(3.13)

y = l −
⌊

h
2

⌋
(3.14)
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In [71], a generalization of the DE algorithm is proposed which increases
capacity and improves computational efficiency. Instead of limiting process-
ing to only two consecutive pixels, the generalized DE uses vectors containing
several adjacent pixels of the same color component. A pre-ordering of the
pixels placed in each vector can be performed using a security key.

In [72], a block-based DE method is proposed. The cover image is split
into non-overlapping fixed-size blocks. These blocks are classified into four
complexity levels from Type I to Type IV based on a comparison between
the maximum difference value of all pixels in the block with respect to a
threshold. While all difference values of blocks of Type I are expanded with
two secret bits, blocks of Type II and III cover one secret bit using DE and
LSB replacement, respectively. Different values of blocks of Type IV do
not undergo an expansion. An adaptive segmentation is applied in [73] to
improve capacity and image quality of the block-based DE method. The
cover image is divided into pre-defined size blocks larger than two. If the
maximum difference between the middle pixel and all other pixels in the
block is smaller than the threshold value, each difference value covers two
secret bits. Otherwise, the block is broken into four same-size sub-blocks.
This classifying and embedding process is repeated until the size of the
blocks is equal to two. At this smallest size, the maximum difference is
compared with a threshold to decide whether to embed two bits, one bit or
to keep the block unchanged.

Apart from the difference value, the prediction error value can be used
to design reversible LSB data hiding. The prediction error expansion (PEE)
method is proposed in [74]. In this method, the prediction error values from
the neighborhood of a pixel are computed and expanded with secret bits.
The PEE method achieves double the capacity and higher image quality
compared to the conventional DE scheme. An optimization of the PEE
algorithm is described in [75, 76]. The approach is based on the idea of
splitting the distortion of the expansion to both the pixel intensity and the
predicted intensity. In this way, the impairments caused by modifying the
cover image reduces considerably.

Another invertible integer transform is applied in the reversible contrast
mapping (RCM) algorithm [77]. Given a grey-scale image of bit depth b, the
forward transform of a pair of pixels (x, y) is defined as

x′ = 2x− y (3.15)
y′ = 2y − x (3.16)
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and the inverse transform is given by

x =
⌈2

3x
′ + 1

3y
′
⌉

(3.17)

y =
⌈1

3x
′ + 2

3y
′
⌉

(3.18)

where d.e is the ceil function, 0 ≤ 2x− y ≤ 2b − 1, and 0 ≤ 2y − x ≤ 2b − 1.
In the RCM approach, the LSB of the first pixel contains control information
and the LSB of the second pixel covers the secret bit. The intensity values
of the cover image can be recovered exactly from the stego-image without
the need of any additional information. RCM achieves equivalent capacity
and image quality but with lower complexity compared to DE and PEE.
A generalization of RCM with M -ary modulation is proposed in [78]. Two
positive integers are involved in the forward and inverse transform. Any
combination of this integer pair can create a different set of transform
functions.

2D-DWT: A simple 2D-DWT can be obtained by sequentially perform-
ing a horizontal 1D-DWT followed by a vertical 1D-DWT [79]. The 1 level
2D-DWT divides the input signal into 4 groups of DWT coefficients: high-
high (HH), high-low (HL), low-high (LH), and low-low (LL). The size of
each group is a quarter of the original resolution. The same transform can
be applied to the coefficients belonging to the LL subband and be repeated
several times to the low-frequency subbands as shown in Fig. 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Three-level 2D-DWT obtained by performing horizontal and
vertical 1D-DWTs on low-frequency subbands [79] ©[1996]IEEE.

In [80], a reversible image watermarking technique is presented that
uses 2D-DWT. The image is divided into non-overlapping blocks which are
transformed into DWT coefficients. Depending on the DWT coefficient
values in each block, the embedding capacity required by each block is
determined adaptively and made available as a matrix. The payload includes
the secret message and the side information needed to retrieve the secret
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message and to reconstruct the cover image. LSB substitution is performed
for the payload with the number of secret bits embedded based on the
specified matrix.

A 3D chaotic cat map and an edge-based adaptation is used in [81] to
reduce detectablity and perceptibilty of LSB data hiding. The individual
primary color components of an RGB cover image are transformed by the
lifting DWT scheme [82] which will produce approximation coefficients
capturing low-frequency information and detail coefficients capturing high-
frequency information. The coefficients of each color component are grouped
into Set A containing the approximation coefficients and Set D containing
the detail coefficients. The 3D chaotic cat map specifies the positions of
elements in Set D that are to be used for LSB data hiding. The amount of
modification imposed to a detail coefficient of the cover image depends on
the smoothness of the region around the related approximation coefficients.

An image authentication and copyright protection method with blind
dual watermarking is proposed in [83]. Initially, the RGB color image is
converted into Y CbCr channels. At the first security level, 2D-DWT is
performed only on the Y component generating an approximation part LL
and three detailed subbands LH, HL, and HH. The LL subband is quantized,
embedded with a robust watermark, and the result is used to replace the
HH subband. The result is combined with three unchanged subbands to
generate a watermarked Y ′ channel. The Y ′ channel is then combined with
the original Cb and Cr components to construct an RGB color image. At
the second level, each primary color component is embedded in a fragile
watermark using LSB replacement.

3.2.3 Discrete Fourier Transform

Let an image of sizeM×N pixels with pixel intensity at coordinates x and
y be denoted as f(x, y) where x = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,M−1 and y = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N−1.
The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the image is defined as

F (u, v)= 1
MN

M−1∑
x=0

N−1∑
y=0

f(x, y) exp
{
−j2π

(
ux

M
+ vy

N

)}
(3.19)

where u = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,M − 1 and v = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1.
LSB data hiding may be performed in the real and imaginary parts of

the DFT coefficients. In [84], only the real part of the DFT coefficients is
used in the design of an LSB-based authentication technique. The cover
image is divided into 2× 2 blocks which are transformed into the frequency
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domain. The real parts of three out of four DFT coefficients in each block
are chosen to cover secret bits using LSB replacement. The inverse DFT is
then applied to transform the pixel intensities back to the spatial domain.

In [85], both the real and imaginary part of the coefficients obtained from
DFT-transformed 2× 2 blocks are used for LSB data hiding. The LSBs of
three bytes excluding the first byte of each DFT-transformed 2 × 2 block
of the cover image are substituted. The embedded blocks are transformed
back into the spatial domain and further processed by a genetic algorithm
to enhance security.

In [86] the multiple parameter discrete fractional Fourier transform
(MPDFRFT) is used to generate frequency coefficients. In each trans-
formed 8× 8 block, 8 decimal coefficients are selected randomly, converted
to binary form, and then embedded with secret data. Furthermore, this
work is improved using two-dimensional MPDFRFT and random discrete
fractional Fourier transform algorithms before applying the LSB technique.

3.3 Quantum Domain
With the recent advances in quantum computing, applications such as

quantum image processing have also emerged. An image can be expressed in
quantum bits, so-called qubits, which are used to express a quantum image
in the flexible representation of quantum image format (FRQI) [87] and the
novel enhanced quantum representation of digital images format (NEQR)
[88]. Because it is easier to transform a conventional image into a quantum
image using the NEQR format, research on LSB data hiding in the quantum
domain has been focusing on this format.

An NEQR-based quantum image can be expressed as

|I〉 = 1
2n

22n−1∑
i=0
|ci〉 ⊗ |i〉 (3.20)

where |ci〉 = |cq−1
i , . . . , c1

i , c
0
i 〉; ck

i ∈ {0, 1}; k = q − 1, . . . , 1, 0 encodes the
gray-scale intensity of a pixel. Further, c0

i is the lowest qubit of |ci〉 or the
LSB in the quantum domain. The operator ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.
The location information |i〉 with i = 0, 1, ..., 22n − 1 can be organized into
vertical and horizontal coordinates as

|i〉 = |y〉|x〉 = |yn−1yn−2...y0〉|xn−1xn−2...x0〉 (3.21)

where |yj〉|xj〉 ∈ {0, 1}. The following two blind LSB steganograpy algo-
rithms for quantum images in the NEQR format are proposed in [89]. The
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Figure 3.5: LSB data hiding in the quantum domain (see also [90]).

plain LSB method substitutes a least significant qubit c0
i of |I〉 of the cover

quantum image by a secret qubit of the secret quantum message. The block
LSB approach splits the cover quantum image into blocks, scrambles the
pixel positions and hides one message bit in each pixel intensity.

A general model of LSB replacement in the quantum domain is illustrated
in Fig. 3.5. As a prerequisite, the conventional spatial pixel-based format
of the cover and secret image is converted into the NEQR format of the
quantum domain. Because the size of a cover image is often a multiple of
the size of a secret image, the LSB replacement is done like an injection
function to mimic two same-size sets. The quantum secret image is then
scrambled to secure its content, e.g., using Arnold scrambling [91], Hilbert
scrambling [92], SWAP gates [93], or rotation of qubits [94]. The embedding
and extraction of the secret quantum image may be performed using an
XOR operation or be controlled by pre-defined keys [90, 95, 96].

Other aspects of LSB data hiding such as security, quality, and robustness
have also been studied in the quantum domain. In [92, 97], the reflected
binary code (RBC), also known as Gray code, is used to encode qubit
segments belonging to the secret message. In [98], a two-level LSB data
hiding method is proposed. A secret image is encrypted and embedded into
a quantum watermark image using the modified LSB data hiding method.
Then, the watermarked image is hidden in the quantum cover image using
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the same data hiding method. This approach offers strong security through
two-level LSB data hiding and encryption of the secret image.

Regarding image quality, the edge region of the quantum cover image
is used for data hiding in [99]. In particular, watermarking information is
embedded in the edge regions of the quantum cover image using linear LSB
data hiding. In [100], the LSB substitution is combined with the neighbor
mean interpolation (NMI) method in the quantum domain. The quantum
cover image is enlarged by the NMI algorithm and divided into blocks of
2 × 2 qubits. In each block, the watermark image qubits are embedded
into the LSBs of three out of four pixels of the quantum cover image. This
method considerably reduces the distortion and blur of image texture caused
by LSB modification.

In [101], the PVD method is used for adaptive LSB data hiding. In this
approach, quantum circuits are used to calculate the PVDs of three pairs of
pixels in each of the 2×2 blocks of the quantum cover image. The respective
blocks are classified into lower level (or smooth) and higher level (or edge)
blocks depending in which of six ranges the obtained PVD falls, i.e., R1=[0,
7], R2=[8, 15], R3=[16, 31], R4=[32, 63], R5=[64, 127], and R6=[128, 255].
The lower level consists of R1 and R2, the higher level includes the remaining
four ranges. Then, 4-bit LSB replacement is applied in the edge block, while
only 3 LSBs are replaced in smooth blocks. This approach achieves good
visual quality, strong robustness against noise, and offers high security.

3.4 Applications
In this section, applications of LSB data hiding in images are presented. A

well-known application is the protection of copyrights of images. Information
related to the image such as ownership is embedded as a watermark used
to verify the authenticity of the cover image among others and to trace
copyright infringements. However, LSB data hiding has been applied to
many other fields such as medical and health care systems, social networks,
Internet of Things (IoT), and telecommunication systems.

Protection of Copyrights: In [102], the face template of people is
covered inside a biometric image to ensure the matching between identity
and respective biometric data. Similarly, in [103], the handwritten signature
is concealed in a biometric watermarking image for copyright protection.

Medical and Health Care Systems: An e-medicine system is pro-
posed in [104], which hides the password and biometric parameters into
the image of the card owner. The obtained stego-image and other infor-
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mation such as symptoms of the patient and treatments performed by the
medical doctor are stored and updated in a smart card. Therefore, instead
of bringing many documents, patients only carry a small card that can be
used anywhere in the e-medicine system. In [105], two LSB algorithms are
proposed to secure data of the patient using the standard of digital imaging
and communication in medicine (DICOM). All individual information of
a patient, doctor’s diagnosis and treatment, and an electroencephalogram
image are embedded into a magnetic resonance image which is a part of the
DICOM payload. In [106], the transmission of key frames during wireless
capsule endoscopy is protected by a combination of LSB data hiding and
a three-level encryption algorithm. Other applications of data hiding in
medical and health care systems can be found in [107].

Internet of Things: Because LSB data hiding is simple and computa-
tionally inexpensive, it is suitable for use in resource-constrained IoT devices.
In [108], LSB data hiding is used to hide encrypted sensor data, MD5 digest,
and encryption key in a cover image that is transmitted from an IoT device
to the home server. Furthermore, the data transfer between the home server
and the cloud is also protected by a combination of LSB data hiding and the
advanced encryption standard (AES) algorithm. In [109], LSB data hiding
solves the key distribution problem of cancelable iris biometric systems. To
set up the control right of a remote surveillance IoT network, the iris feature
of the administrator is collected and transformed by a one-way function
with a user-specific key. The key is hidden in a cover image and separately
updated on the IoT server with the feature data. In the case that the user
needs to access smart objects, the user key is extracted from the stego-image.
The transformed feature data is calculated once again with the extracted
user key and newly captured iris data. The legitimate user is identified by a
matching process between old and new feature data. In [110], an LSB-based
hybrid pixel indicator technique (Hybrid-PIT) is implemented on a 32-bit
controller. The cover image is divided into non-overlapping groups of three
consecutive pixels. The LSBs of the first pixel are used as indicator bits
showing the number of bits to be embedded in the LSBs of the other pixels
of the group.

Social Networks: Although online social networks are widely used for
sharing of images, there is a lack of privacy and copyright restrictions on
them. Images from the web can be downloaded, modified, and uploaded
in other places without considering the copyright of the data. The lack of
privacy, integrity, and authenticity of visual contents is a problem that needs
to be resolved. In [111], a solution of this problem is proposed. An input
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image is scrambled with a key to protect the privacy of image content while
a secret image is encrypted by an iterative magic matrix-based encryption
algorithm. The encrypted secret image is substituted into the Y -component
of the scrambled image in the Y CrCb color model format by an adaptive
LSB data hiding method. The embedded Y -plane is then combined with the
two other color components and converted to an RGB stego-image. Similar
work to secure visual contents in social networks is reported in [112] where
the secret image is encrypted by a three-level encryption algorithm. The
Morton scanning directed LSB technique is used to hide secret blocks into
the I-component of the cover image in the hue, saturation, intensity (HSI)
color model format.

Telecommunication Systems: Reversible watermarking is used in
[113] for transmission of satellite imagery. The description information of
all blocks of the cover image is considered as watermark which is embedded
into different blocks of the cover image. At the receiver, a recovery process
is performed to retrieve the original satellite cover image. In [114], an LSB
data hiding technique is used to verify the sources of photographs captured
by an unmanned aerial vehicle. Furthermore, LSB data hiding is combined
with cryptography in applications such as the electronic voting system [115]
[116] or the ATM transaction [117].

Others: Some other applications using LSB data hiding in mobile devices
and computers are SmartSteg and OTP-Steg, respectively:

• SmartSteg [118]: The SmartSteg software, designed for Android mo-
bile devices, allows transmitting secret information between Android
smartphones.

• One-time Pad Steganography [119]: The one-time pad steganography
(OTP-Steg) is an LSB data hiding software running on computers.
It contains three functions, i.e., generating OTP keys, encryption
including LSB embedding, and decryption along with extracting data
from the stego-image. OTP-Steg can process images in PNG and BMP
format. The OTP-Steg software tool and related documentation can
be found in [120].
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LSB Data Hiding in Videos





4
LSB Data Hiding in Videos

In this section, a review of LSB data hiding methods for videos is provided
with respect to the classification shown in Fig. 2.1. Accordingly, LSB
data hiding in videos may be classified into raw data and compressed data
methods.

4.1 Raw Data

A raw video such as an audio-video interleaved (AVI) file is a sequence of
same resolution frames in which each frame is considered as an independent
color image. Thus, LSB data hiding techniques developed for images can be
applied to a single, several, or all frames of a cover video. The difference
to LSB data hiding in images is that the sequence of frames is arranged
temporally in a specific order. Therefore, the temporal factor, frame order,
and the relationship between frame content need to be taken into account.
The following sections will provide a review of image-based LSB data hiding
techniques for videos, LSB authentication algorithms for videos, and object-
based LSB data hiding methods.

4.1.1 Image-based LSB Data Hiding

LSB data hiding in the spatial domain has been dominating the image-
based LSB data hiding approaches for videos. In [1], a self-recovery video
authentication watermarking approach is introduced which applies the re-
versible LSB data hiding described in Section 3.1.2. This approach operates
on blocks associated with some selected keyframes. The authentication
and recovery data are calculated and attached to form a watermark for
each block. Each block covers its own watermark with LSB modification as
described in [2].

Many image-based LSB approaches for videos are carried out indepen-
dently and equally to every cover frame and color component of the cover
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video. In [3], a secret message is divided into several same-size blocks which
are embedded consecutively into the sequence of cover frames of the cover
video. Every LSB and second LSB of the selected pixels of the three primary
color components of a cover frame are replaced by the secret bits. The length
and format of the secret message are varied and the secret bits of each block
are permuted randomly to improve security. The algorithm proposed in [4]
also replaces the LSB and second LSB of pixel intensities of every cover
frame by the bits of an encrypted message. The number of frames used in
the embedding process is selected randomly among all frames of the cover
video in AVI format. The positions of pixels are chosen randomly by the
knight tour algorithm [5] to strengthen security.

Regarding the amount of secret bits to be hidden in a cover video, some
works take account of the HVS being more sensitive to changes in some color
components than to changes in other color components. In [6], a 3-3-2 LSB
data hiding method is proposed for covering secret bits which uses three
bit planes of the red and green color components while only the LSB and
second LSB of the blue color component are used. This approach is based
on the fact that the HVS is more sensitive to changes in blue color than
in red and green color. In [7], another 3-3-2 LSB data hiding method is
suggested for hiding secret messages in a cover video. In this method, the
visual quality of the stego-frames are optimized with respect to the mean
square error (MSE) and HVS deviation quantified by SSIM before merged
with non-modified video frames. In [8], LSB data hiding is applied to the
YUV color space of the uncompressed cover frames. The secret bits are
embedded into the three lowest bit planes of the Y component and the two
lowest bit planes of the U and V component. In particular, to strengthen
security, the pixels of the YUV components of the cover frames and the data
of the secret message (one-dimensional representation of a binary image)
are first scrambled by a key that is shared between sender and receiver. A
(7, 4) Hamming code is used to protect each group of k = 4 bits of the secret
message against errors. The encoded secret message is then XORed with
random values using a private key. The result is embedded in the scrambled
pixels of the YUV components of the cover video frames to form stego-video
frames. Finally, the pixels of the stego-video frames are rearranged to the
original pixel positions of the cover frames.

LSB data hiding techniques for images in the transform domain have
also been applied to hide secret messages in cover video frames. In [9], the
frames of a cover video in AVI format are divided into four equal parts
and each byte of a secret image in BMP format is also split into four pairs
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of bits. The DCT image steganography method proposed in [10] is then
applied to hide each pair of secret bits into the respective quadrants of the
cover frames. In [11], a video steganography algorithm is proposed based on
LSB substitution of integer wavelet coefficients. The RGB components of
the cover frames are divided into blocks of 8× 8 pixels which then undergo
an integer Haar wavelet transform (IHWT). The embedding of the secret
messages uses only the middle and high-frequency subbands of the IHWT
coefficients, i.e., HL, LH, and HH frequencies, in order to provide a trade-off
between high capacity and good video quality. Similarly, IHWT is applied to
the Y , U , and V components of the cover frames in [12]. A secret message
is encoded using a (15,11) Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) code to
improve the reliability of the algorithm. The encoded secret message is
XORed with a sequence of random numbers produced by a key. The result
is embedded into the HL, LH, and HH frequencies of the cover frames giving
stego-video frames.

4.1.2 Video Authorization

In view of the large number of frames involved in composing a video, it
is more challenging to conserve integrity for videos than for images. Video
frames can be attacked easily by removing, inserting, and tampering frames
or forging video watermarks with common editing video software. Therefore,
processing each video frame as an independent image may not be sufficient
to protect video content. It is necessary to not only verify the integrity of
each individual video frame but also to consider the relationship between
video frames.

In [13], the concept of a frame-pair is introduced to provide protection
against video tampering. In particular, the cover video is divided into seg-
ments including several frames where each frame of a segment is paired with
a frame from an adjacent segment. Then, the first frame is re-quantized from
24-bit to 3-bit color whose RGB components are encrypted and embedded
into respective components of the second frame. In this way, the watermark
is dynamic and depends on the content of the first frame which makes it
harder to tamper with. This frame-level authorization can detect replace-
ment, insertion, and corruption. In case that one frame is damaged, it can
be recovered by the watermark extracted from the subsequent frame. In [14],
two block-level authorization algorithms, called VW16E and VW8F, are
described which work with 2×2 blocks of four consecutive 16-bit pixels. The
cover pixels can come from the same or different video frames and include 8
MSBs and 8 LSBs. The integrity bits, generated from the MSBs of pixels and
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the block address, are combined with the confidential bits that are provided
by a text file to form the watermark. In VM16E, a 16-bit watermark replaces
4 LSBs of each pixel while a 8-bit watermark of VM8F substitutes only
two LSBs. In [15], two-level LSB watermarking is suggested to improve
the accuracy of detecting and localizing video tamper. A cover video is
divided into temporal and spatial sub-blocks. For each type of sub-block, a
new non-negative matrix factorization calculates their sparseness constraints
which are considered as block descriptions. The block signature is generated
from six MSB planes of each sub-block. The block description and signature
of each sub-block are merged, encrypted, and embedded into the second LSB
and the LSB of the intensities of that sub-block. This technique is not only
useful for authorization purposes but also for recovery of tampered areas of
the cover video.

The above methods may run into efficiency problems when the number of
frames becomes very large which in turn induces a high computational load.
Instead of applying authentication related processing to all cover frames, a
solution is to modify several groups of frames. The algorithm in [16] operates
on a number of non-overlapping packages of frames, referred to as windows.
In each window of frames, a keyframe is chosen as a center frame in the
key-segment of certain length. A JPEG compressed version of the keyframe
is used as reference information for both authorization and recovery. This
reference information is split into many symbols which are combined with
their hash values to form the watermarks embedded in all blocks of cover
frames in the segment. The frame which is not in the segment can cover the
index information of that frame.

4.1.3 Object-based LSB Data Hiding

In the raw format, the frames of a video with the same scene usually
differ in moving objects. Several works in watermarking and steganography
have therefore focused on processing regions where objects move. In [17],
a dual watermarking method is presented that uses the region of moving
objects. For each video frame, the extraction of the moving object regions is
performed with reference to synthesized background frames. The index of
the current frame is considered as the first watermark which is embedded
into moving object areas using the DE algorithm [18]. The second watermark
is calculated from the MSBs of a frame and the LSBs of the moving objects
which are covered by the reversible LSB data hiding technique presented
in [1]. This authentication method can protect video content from spatio-
temporal tampering, and recover the modified regions and moving objects.
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In [19], a video steganography algorithm uses motion-based multiple object
tracking to identify ROIs. A Gaussian mixture model is combined with
morphological operations to subtract the background and identify object
regions. Kalman filtering is performed to estimate the object trajectory.
The encrypted secret message is concealed in the two lowest bit planes of
the RGB color components of the pixels in areas containing objects. The
keys used in the encryption process are also hidden in the non-motion area
of the first cover frame and transmitted secretly to the receiver. This LSB
steganography algorithm is improved in [20] by combining two face detectors
for the case that the objects are human faces. The most powerful and fast
object detection algorithm, called Viola-Jones, is applied for the first frame
and the Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) algorithm is used for the remaining
cover frames. This method gives good accuracy of face detection while it
reduces the computational load associated with the detection process. An
extension of this work into the transform domain is reported in [21]. The
moving object regions in the cover frames are extracted and the intensities
falling in these regions are transformed into frequency coefficients. The
processed secret message is hidden in the LL, HL, LH, and HH subbands
obtained by 2D-DWT or the DC/AC coefficients obtained by 2D-DCT. The
stego-regions in the transform domain are converted back to the spatial
domain by an inversion transform and combined with respective non-motion
regions to rebuild stego-frames.

4.2 Compressed Domain
Video compression is more complicated than image compression. It

includes intra-frame compression, inter-frame compression, and lossless
entropy coding as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. While intra-frame compression is
performed individually and independently on each video frame, the inter-
frame compression considers both spatial and temporal relationships between
two or more video frames.

4.2.1 Frame Compression

Intra-frame Compression: In intra-frame compression, each video
frame is considered as an image and compressed using either DCT or DWT.
In [24], LSB data hiding is applied to a video conference system using the
H.261 video compression standard. The video frames are classified into
I-frames containing independent values of brightness and P-frames carrying
values of motion estimation and compensation. Each block of 8× 8 pixels
is transformed into a block of 8 × 8 DCT coefficients. LSB replacement
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Figure 4.1: Flow process of video compression (see also [22, 23]).

is performed on blocks which have at least one DCT coefficient greater or
equal to a predefined value. It should be mentioned that the motion vector
may be affected by the LSB modification. Similarly, LSB modification is
performed on the non-zero DCT coefficients in all I-, P-, and B-frames of
MPEG-2 videos in [25]. In [26], a watermarking scheme for high-efficiency
video coding (HEVC) is proposed that conceals one secret bit in the LSB of
each quantized transform coefficient (QTC).

Combination of Intra- and Inter-frames: The LSB data hiding
techniques with purely intra-frame compression are implemented right before
the step of entropy coding. The embedding process has no impact on inter-
frame compression because the DCT coefficients used for block reconstruction
remains unmodified. However, two problems of this approach are addressed
in [27], i.e., mismatch of watermarked blocks at the decoder and rate-
distortion. In particular, an LSB watermarking technique is proposed that
considers both intra- and inter-frame compression. The embedding process
is still performed on QTCs. For the use of n bit planes, the magnitude
of selected QTCs is required to be greater than the threshold of 2n − 1.
The output blocks of the intra-frame compression are used as the input
blocks of the inter-frame compression. The residual blocks are reconstructed
from the watermarked DCT coefficients and all the motion estimation and
compensation are affected by LSB modification. An optimization of rate-
distortion is used to select the best prediction mode for mitigating negative
effects of the embedding process on video quality and the bit rate produced
by the rate distortion bit allocation algorithm.
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Intra-prediction Mode: In advanced video compression such as H.264
and H.265 (HEVC), the prediction is not limited to the temporal relationship
between subsequent frames but also exploits spatial redundancy in terms of
correlation among pixels within a given frame. The planar prediction mode
supports all block sizes defined in HEVC and is not restricted to a block size
of 16× 16 pixels as in H.264/MPEG-4 AVC. The correlation between blocks
of pixels of the same frame can be predicted by an intra-frame prediction
process. The blocks of pixels in the intra-prediction mode (IPM) vary in
size and contain luminance samples within several modes which can serve
as cover space for LSB data hiding. In [28], a high capacity data hiding
algorithm using the IPM for videos in H.264/AVC format is presented. The
H.264/AVC standard includes 4 types of modes: Intra 4× 4, Intra 16× 16,
Intra chroma, and intra pulse code modulation. The Intra 4× 4 mode is the
most suitable for LSB data hiding because it encodes significant details of
the frame. In this mode, each 16× 16 pixel macroblock is divided into 16
4× 4 pixel sub-blocks comprising 4 luminance samples, DC prediction mode,
and 8 directional prediction modes. A number of sub-blocks are chosen as
candidate-hiding blocks. With each sub-block containing 9 IPMs, the best
IPM is chosen, which has the least Lagrangian cost. If the LSB of the best
IPM equals the secret bit, then modification is not performed. Otherwise,
an alternative IPM will be used to cover the secret bit. The alternative IPM
has a different LSB than the best IPM and has the least Lagrangian cost
among the remaining modes. Because this LSB modification is based on the
Lagrangian cost and uses an adjustable number of 4×4 luminance sub-blocks,
video quality degradation is minimized and adjusted. In [29], LSB data
hiding on IPMs is combined with encryption to secure the scalable video
coding (SVC). This approach also processes 4× 4 sub-blocks containing nine
4-bit IPMs. An algorithm is presented that chooses pairs of continuous IPMs
such that the LSB modification on these IPMs cause the least distortion.
Then, the LSBMR technique is performed on the selected pair of IPMs. In
[22], a matrix coding-based data hiding technique is used on the 4× 4 IPMs
of HEVC videos. The LSBs of the IPMs are not modified directly but used
to set the mapping rules between k secret bits and a group of n IPMs. The
position of the element which needs to be modified is calculated from the
k secret bits and the n LSBs of the IPMs. If the position is zero, no IPM
is modified. Otherwise, the IPM having the position equal to that value is
changed to map the secret information and minimize the rate-distortion.
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4.2.2 Motion Vector

A motion vector is an essential element in motion estimation (ME) and
compensation which constitute the main steps of inter-frame compression. It
represents a macroblock in a frame based on the location of this macroblock
in a reference frame. A motion vector can be represented by horizontal and
vertical components, or magnitude and phase angle. It is paired with a
prediction error showing the accuracy of the associated macroblock recon-
struction. The attributes of a motion vector such as magnitude and phase
offer a potential space for LSB data hiding.

Motion Vector Attributes: Depending on the magnitude and phase
angle associated with a motion vector, LSB replacement is performed in
the horizontal and vertical component representation of the motion vector
in [30]. The motion vectors having magnitude higher than a threshold are
used in the embedding process. The phase angle is considered as a classifier
to choose the cover objects. If the phase angle is acute (less than 90◦),
LSB replacement is applied to the horizontal component of a cover object.
If the phase angle is obtuse (between 90◦ and 180◦), LSB replacement is
performed in the vertical component. If the phase angle is equal to 45◦, both
components are used as a cover environment. In [31], both the horizontal
and vertical component of motion vectors in each P- and B-frame are used
in the embedding process. However, instead of using the magnitude for
identifying eligible motion vectors, the selection of motion vectors is based
on the associated prediction error. The rationale behind this approach is
that the motion vector does not represent the true motion but predicts
the moving of macroblocks. A modification of a motion vector with high
prediction error has a lower effect on the reconstruction quality. Therefore,
this approach selects those motion vectors that have a prediction error higher
than a threshold and embeds the secret bits sequentially in the horizontal
and vertical components. The prediction errors associated with modified
motion vectors are also varied for each frame and hidden in I-frames.

Motion Vector Estimation: Unlike the motion vector attribute ap-
proaches, which process the actual motion vectors, some LSB data hiding
techniques modify the motion vectors during the estimation process. In [32],
the uncertainty associated with ME is exploited for information hiding to
improve the undetectability of secret messages. This algorithm is based on
the fact that ME executed with different parameters may output different
motion vector values for the same block. First, ME is performed to calculate
motion vector values and its uncertainty presented via the expected sum of
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absolute difference (SAD) between blocks. Then, all the LSBs of horizontal
and vertical components of all motion vectors are collected to form a binary
channel. The embedding process uses a syndrome-trellis code (STC) [33] to
convert this binary channel into a list of secret bits with minimum impact
on video quality. If the LSBs before and after encoding are the same, the
motion vector value is kept unchanged. Otherwise, a full search of possible
motion vector values is conducted to find a new motion vector value among
all possible ones which have the same LSB and minimum SAD. Finally, the
compressed frame is constructed with modified motion vectors that have
the highest acceptable uncertainty. The search for a suitable motion vector
used in the LSB replacement is improved in [23]. This algorithm is called
motion vector modification with preserved local optimality (MVMPLO) and
achieves a higher security level compared to conventional motion vector-
based steganographic methods. In [34], a two-layered STC method is applied
to LSBs of one among two motion vector components with given distortions.
The distortion is calculated based on the statistical distribution change of
motion vectors and the prediction error change caused by modifying the mo-
tion vectors. By adjusting the embedding operation to minimize distortion,
this algorithm increases both video quality and security.

4.2.3 Entropy Coding

Because entropy coding aims to reduce the redundancy in presenting
the DCT coefficients after frame compression, the available space for LSB
modification in entropy codes is limited. Several LSB techniques have been
proposed for context-based adaptive variable length coding (CAVLC) and
context-based adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC) to protect the
authentication of video streams.

The CAVLC method explodes the fact that many AC coefficients are
zero. It reorders the DCT coefficients belonging to a block in a zig-zag
scan and represents them in tuples of their values and number of zeros
preceding those coefficients. These tuples are encoded by variable length
codes (VLCs) and each block is terminated by an end of block (EOB) mark.
In [35], real-time labeling LSB data hiding for MPEG-2 compressed videos
is proposed. This approach uses the fact that LSBs of suitable VLCs which
have the same run length, differ one value in level, and are equal in codeword
length. This condition ensures that the LSB modification causes invisible
quality degradation and keeps the size of the video stream the same. VLCs
of AC coefficients of intra- and inter-frames can be used for data hiding
while the DC coefficients cannot be used. During the embedding process, a
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label bit-carrying-VLC (lc-VLC) is selected such that changes in the VLC
cause perceptual invisible degradation and the original size of the MPEG
bitstream is kept the same. If the LSB of a selected lc-VLC equals the secret
bit, LSB replacement is not performed. Otherwise, the VLC is replaced by
another VLC whose LSB-level represents the secret bit.

The CABAC approach uses the information of the previously encoded
blocks to predict and encode the current block, i.e., all blocks are encoded
in context. Its efficiency is higher but processing is more complicated than
CAVLC consisting of three steps: Context modeling, binarization, and
arithmetic coding. For each 4×4 block, several parameters that characterize
the context of the block are calculated. The so-called coded block pattern
(CBP) determines the context of the current block from neighboring blocks.
The higher the CBP value, the more significant coefficients are contained
in that block. The significant coefficient map (SM) shows the position of
coefficients having the absolute value equal to or larger than one. The level
information (LI) presents the levels of the coefficient from one to nine through
a reverse zig-zag scanning of that 4×4 block. In [36], a watermarking method
is proposed using the coefficients of the I-frames encoded by CABCA. This
method selects blocks having CBP values larger than one and chooses one
among four AC highest-frequency coefficients whose LI falls between seven
and nine. After selection of the watermarking positions, LSB replacement is
performed with the selected coefficients.

4.3 Applications

In this section, selected applications of LSB data hiding in videos are
presented. The related LSB-based data hiding algorithms focus on two main
applications: Video authorization and secure transmission.

Video Authorization: In [37], a watermarking framework for surveil-
lance videos is introduced. Privacy information is obtained from an identity
sensor, compressed, and embedded into selected DCT coefficients belonging
to the foreground regions of the video frames. This framework allows man-
agement of users for video surveillance systems in restricted environments.
The privacy of the authorized manager is protected securely and reliably
while access of unauthorized persons can be detected and rejected. In [38],
a video copyright protection system is designed and implemented. The
system applies LSB replacement to the DC coefficients of the I-frames of
MPEG-4 cover videos. The LabVIEW developing environment is used to
design the system with multiple digital watermarks for different subjects
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such as publishers, dealers, and buyers. This system protects video integrity
and detects piracy.

Secure Transmission: In [39], LSB steganography for videos is applied
to protect the confidentiality, integrity, and authentication of the concurrent
version system (CVS) used for exchanging confidential documents and codes
during software development. A parallel data structure is stored securely
and secretly in MPEG-4 videos and uploaded to a organization file server.
Users working remotely can access the server, read, modify, and update the
secret documents embedded in the stego-videos. The server is synchronized
so that the users always use the latest version of the collaborative documents.
This system is helpful for working online and remotely. Apart from using
LSB data hiding for establishing secure transmission, it can also be used
for improving the error resilience against transmission errors. In [40], two
LSB-based error-resilient video coding schemes are proposed for videos given
in the H.263+ encoding format. The secret information characterizing each
encoded macroblock (MB) comprises of the data length of the MB, coding
types for MBs, and the position of the MB in the group of blocks (GOB)
which is used to improve the video synchronization. A corrupted MB is
skipped at the decoder such that the decoding of the next MB is not affected
by the transmission errors caused to previous blocks. For intra-MBs, the
secret bits replace the LSB and second LSB of the quantized DC coefficients
while these bits are covered in the first and second AC coefficients for inter-
MBs. This scheme reduces the bit error rate considerably without significant
increase in transmission bit rate.
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On Moderately Significant Bit Data Hiding

Techniques for High-Definition Images

Dang Ninh Tran, Hans-Jürgen Zepernick, Thi My Chinh Chu

Abstract

In this paper, we study moderately significant bit data hiding tech-
niques for high-definition (HD) images. In contrast to least significant
bit data hiding, we explore the potential of HD images to engage
higher order bits for increasing the capacity of hiding secret images.
In particular, the number of secret images embedded in moderately
significant bits of a given cover image is successively increased to study
the impact of this data hiding approach on image fidelity and image
quality in the context of HD images. A comprehensive performance
assessment is conducted on the stego-image carrying the secret images
in terms of peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity
(SSIM) index. It is shown that HD images indeed offer the potential
of hiding several images within certain image fidelity and objective
perceptual image quality constraints of the resulting stego-HD images.

5.1 Introduction
The evolution of mobile networks has been going hand-in-hand with the

development of mobile services. While mobile voice services were the main
focus in the early generations of mobile networks, data traffic has been
increasing tremendously over the years. In particular, a wide variety of
services based on visual stimuli have emerged and will drive data consumption
with mobile video traffic being forecast to grow in the order of 50% per
year until 2023 [1]. The wide spectrum of mobile services around visual
stimuli ranges from high-definition (HD) images over embedded video and
emerging video formats to mobile gaming, mobile virtual reality (VR), mobile
augmented reality (AR), mobile mixed reality (MR), and mobile extended
reality (XR).
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Another area that has been given large attention in mobile multimedia
in recent years, is centered around intelligent security techniques for digital
image and video applications. Specifically, the science of steganography
provides powerful techniques to communicate secret data within a suitable
multimedia carrier. In view of running such techniques on mobile devices,
it is desirable to engage light-weight data hiding techniques in order to
minimize latency and power consumption both incurred due to processing
complexity. As for digital images, data hiding can be performed in the
spatial domain, frequency domain, may exploit the particular image format,
utilize perceptual masking, or use adaptive steganography. More details
on these techniques can be found in the comprehensive survey given in
[2]. Hereafter, we focus on the spatial domain which allows data hiding
through the desirable light-weight processing by least significant bit (LSB)
substitution [3–11]. In [4], an image steganographic model has been proposed
for grayscale images aiming at maximizing the embedded capacity by way of
variable-size LSB insertion and considering the b-th rightmost LSBs. Optimal
b-th rightmost LSB substitution with respect to maximal peak-signal-to-
noise ratio (PSNR) has been proposed in [5] using a substitution matrix
to randomize the secret data prior substitution. A genetic algorithm to
overcome the computational load of exhaustive search has also been proposed
in this work. An improvement to the Wang-Lin-Lin scheme [6] has been
proposed in [7] using a modified local pixel adjustment process which enables
reduced computational cost and enhanced visual quality of the stego-image.
A dynamic programming approach for finding the optimal substitution
matrix in an computationally efficient manner compared to [5] has been
presented in [8]. In [9], a simple method based on a modulus function has
been presented which achieves high-hiding capacity in the context of cover
image resolutions (width× height) such as 256×256, 512×256, and 512×512
pixels. A simple LSB substitution scheme for data hiding in 8-bit grayscale
images with an optimal pixel adjustment process has been proposed in [10]
achieving greatly improved image quality. In [11], a more general model and
computationally more efficient algorithm than the LSB substitution approach
in [5] has been proposed which is referred to as transforming LSB substitution
and resorts on a matching algorithm. In order to facilitate a better trade-off
among PSNR, hiding capacity, and computational complexity, a PSNR-
controllable data hiding algorithm based on LSB substitution has been
proposed in [12]. Several papers have studied the combination of LSB data
hiding with other approaches, e.g., LSB steganography and image cropping
[13], LSB embedding using multi-layered bitwise XOR [14], steganography
using B+ trees and LSBs [15], and combining chaotic maps with LSB
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[16]. Implementation issues related to LSB steganography based on field
programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are considered in [17].

However, the aforementioned papers have focused on rather low image
resolutions, e.g., embedding images of resolutions 256 × 256 pixels and
512×256 pixels into a cover image of resolution 512×512 pixels. Furthermore,
performance assessment has been limited to fidelity metrics such as mean
square error (MSE) and PSNR rather than objective perceptual quality
metrics.

In this paper, we revisit and examine data hiding which engages several
consecutive moderately significant bits of a given bit depth in the substitution
process in the context of HD images. The motivation for this approach comes
from the increased data sizes offered by HD images that would potential
be available for also hiding larger amounts of secret data without the need
of engaging computationally expensive pixel adjustment techniques. For
example, while resolutions of 320 × 480 pixels and alike where used with
earlier joint photographic expert group (JPEG) formats, resolutions used
in consumer media and display industry have increased to cope with, e.g.,
2K resolutions of 2048× 1080 pixels, 4K resolutions of 3840× 2160 pixels,
and the currently highest resolution of 7680× 4320 pixels referred to as 8K.
It is anticipated that 16K formats with resolutions of 15360× 8640 pixels
shall be made available for true immersion in virtual reality applications.
This development warrants to revisit LSB data hiding techniques, to explore
its extension in terms of engaging multiple bit planes through moderately
significant bit data hiding, and to assess the performance of such a data hiding
approach without resorting on computationally expensive bit substitution
processing. Accordingly, in this paper, we consider a wide range of scenarios
where a given HD image acts as the cover image to hide an increasing amount
of secret data. In particular, we commence with successively increasing the
size of a selected secret image until all LSBs of the cover image are eventually
utilized. This process is then repeated by adding a second secret image to
the second LSBs of the cover image, a third secret image to the third LSBs
of the cover image and so on. Representative samples are provided for the
cover image, secret images, and stego-images along with the corresponding
histograms. A performance assessment is conducted for the obtained stego-
images in terms of fidelity using PSNR [18] and objective perceptual image
quality using the structural similarity (SSIM) index [19]. The numerical
results indeed illustrate that moderately significant bit data hiding together
with an HD cover image can potentially be used to hide more than a single
secret image.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 5.2,
the system model is introduced, the moderately significant bit data hiding
technique is discussed, and the metrics used for performance assessment are
provided. Numerical results of the performance of the moderately significant
bit data hiding technique in HD images are presented in Section 5.3 for a
wide range of scenarios. Finally, Section 5.4 summarizes and concludes the
paper.

5.2 System Model
In this paper, we apply a data hiding technique with respect to HD

cover images which extends LSB substitution to moderately significant bit
substitution. In particular, the color HD cover image and color secret images
are presented by three-element red, green, and blue (RGB) intensity row
vectors.

5.2.1 Moderately Significant Bit Data Hiding

The underlaying data steganography algorithm hides each color element
of a secret image (SI) into the respective color element of the cover image (CI)
which then results in a so-called color stego-image. Without loss of generality,
lets us focus on one color component and discuss the basic operation of
moderately significant bit substitution as shown in Fig. 5.1. The bit depth
of the involved images is denoted as B stretching from the LSB to the most
significant bit (MSB). Commencing with one secret image SI1, its pixels
are substituted into the LSB of the cover image. Apparently, B LSBs of
the cover image are required to hide one pixel of a secret image having bit
depth B. Similarly, the pixels of a second secret image SI2 are substituted in
the second LSBs of the cover image and continuing accordingly towards the
pixels of a b-th secret image SIb being substituted into the b-th LSBs of the
cover image. In order for a given secret image SIb of resolution NSIb

×MSIb

and bit depth B to entirely fit into the b-th LSBs of the cover image of
resolution NCI ×MCI, the following condition needs to be fulfilled:

NSIb
×MSIb

×B ≤ NCI ×MCI (5.1)

5.2.2 Moderately Significant Bit Data Hiding Scenarios

In the following, we describe the scenarios considered in this paper to
study the performance of moderately significant bit data hiding in the context
of HD cover images. The specification of these scenarios is accompanied by
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Figure 5.1: Hiding secret images in a cover image of width N and height
M by engaging bits of a given bit depth B with moderately increasing
significance.

the respective cover image, its histogram, and the four secret images (Fig. 5.2
and Fig. 5.3). The resolution of the cover image is fixed to 2214×1472 pixels
for all scenarios. The number of secret images and their resolutions are
varied such that the occupied percentage (OP) and total occupied percentage
(TOP) in the cover image that hides these secret images increase. Here, OP
relates to the occupied individual b-th bit positions of a given word with bit
depth B while TOP represents the accumulated occupancy accounting for
all utilized bit positions of a given bit depth in bits per pixel. For the sake of
exposition and in view of the numerical results, it is assumed that the pixels
of the cover and secret images are represented by a fixed bit depth of B = 8
bits per pixel (bpp) per color component (24 bpp true color). The extension
of the data hiding technique to other bit depths such as those used for high
color (15 or 16 bpp) and deep color (30, 36, or 48 bpp) is straightforward.

Scenario 1 (S1) - Single secret image embedded:
In this scenario, the bits associated with the pixels of a single secret image
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Figure 5.2: Sample of the cover image and its histogram.

of a given size are substituted only into the LSBs of the cover image. The
resolution of the secret image is varied such that the OP of LSBs of the
pixels in the cover image hiding the secret image increases from 16.65% to
99.85% as specified in Case 1 to Case 5 in Table 5.1. This translates to an
increase of the TOP from 2.08% to 12.48% with respect to the size of the
entire cover image.

Scenario 2 (S2) - Two secret images embedded:
In the second scenario, two secret images are hidden in the cover image using
the LSB for the first secret image and the second LSB for the second secret
image. The first secret image has a resolution of 766× 531 pixels as in Case
5 of Scenario 1 which translates to an OP of 99.85% in the cover image. The
resolution of the second secret image is then increased varying the OP from
16.73% to 98.09% as specified in Table 5.1 with respect to the second LSB.
Accordingly, the TOP induced by both secret images to the cover image
increases from 14.57% to 24.74% (see Case 6 to Case 10 in Table 5.1).
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(a) Secret Image 1 (b) Secret Image 2

(c) Secret Image 3 (d) Secret Image 4

Figure 5.3: Samples of four secret images.

Scenario 3 (S3) - Three secret images embedded:
The third scenario considers three secret images which are hidden corre-
spondingly in the LSB, second LSB, and third LSB of the cover image. The
sizes of the first and second secret image are fixed as 766× 531 pixels and
754× 530 pixels, repectively, as in Case 10 of Scenario 2. As such, the OP
of LSBs of the cover image by bits of the first secret image is 99.85% and
the OP of the second LSBs of the cover image by bits of the second secret
image is 98.09%. Given these settings, the OP of the third LSBs of the cover
image by bits of the third secret image is increased from 16.65% to 98.22%
while the TOP increases accordingly from 26.82% to 37.02% (see Case 11 to
Case 15 in Table 5.1).

Scenario 4 (S4) - Four secret images embedded:
Finally, we consider the scenario where four secret images are hidden in the
corresponding LSB, second LSB, third LSB, and fourth LSB of the cover
image. This scenario is based on Case 15 of Scenario 3 where the first,
second, and third secret image are of size 766× 531 pixels, 754× 530 pixels,
and 755× 530 pixels, respectively. The OPs of the LSB, second LSB, and
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Table 5.1: Resolutions of the secret images, related OP, and TOP

S1 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5

SI 320×212 500×332 640×425 635×529 766×531
OP 16.65% 40.75% 66.77% 82.46% 99.85%
TOP 2.08% 5.09% 8.35% 10.31% 12.48%

S2 Case 6 Case 7 Case 8 Case 9 Case 10

SI 320×213 500×333 640×427 631×529 754×530
OP 16.73% 40.87% 67.08% 81.93% 98.09%
TOP 14.57% 17.59% 20.87% 22.72% 24.74%

S3 Case 11 Case 12 Case 13 Case 14 Case 15

SI 320×212 500×331 640×424 635×530 755×530
OP 16.65% 40.62% 66.61% 82.61% 98.22%
TOP 26.82% 29.82% 33.07% 35.07% 37.02%

S4 Case 16 Case 17 Case 18 Case 19 Case 20

SI 320×212 500×332 640×425 645×529 755×531
OP 16.65% 40.75% 66.77% 82.46% 99.06%
TOP 39.10% 42.11% 45.37% 47.49% 49.32%

third LSB of the cover image are therefore given as 99.85%, 98.09%, and
98.22%, respectively. Following the procedure of the preceding scenarios, the
OP of the fourth LSB of the cover image hiding the fourth secret image is
increased from 16.65% to 99.06% which also increases the TOP from 39.10%
to 49.32% (see Case 16 to Case 20 in Table 5.1). It should be noted that
around 50% of the stego-image is used to carry the four secret images in
Case 20 of Scenario 4.

5.2.3 Performance Metrics

In this work, performance of the different degrees of moderately significant
bit data hiding is assessed in terms of PSNR (fidelity) and SSIM (objective
perceptual image quality).

Let us recall that the PSNR is commonly defined through the MSE.
Specifically, for the sake of exposition, we consider two noise-free monochrome
images I and J of resolutionN×M , respectively, where I denotes the original
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image and J represents the processed image. Then, the MSE is defined as

MSE = 1
MN

M−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0
|I(i, j)− J(i, j)|2 (5.2)

where M and N are the vertical and horizontal dimensions of the images I
and J , respectively. Furthermore, I(i, j) and J(i, j) are the corresponding
pixels of the i-th row and j-th column of these images. Given (5.2), the
PSNR is defined as [18]

PSNR = 10 log C2
I

MSE
(5.3)

where CI = 2B − 1 represents the maximum possible value of a pixel in an
image for a given bit depth B. For example, CI = 255 is obtained for bit
depth B = 8bpp. In a similar manner, the PSNR of a color image with
RGB values is calculated as sum over each component and then averaged by
three. Although PSNR has been frequently used to assess the fidelity of a
reconstructed image, it has difficulties to measure image quality as perceived
by humans [20, 21].

On the other hand, the SSIM index [19] has been developed to quantify
the perceptual quality of images or videos. In contrast to PSNR, which
quantifies absolute errors between two images, the SSIM index evaluates
image degradation through changes in structural information and in this
way it models mechanisms of the human visual system. In particular, given
two images I and J , the SSIM index is defined as [19]

SSIM(I, J) = (2µIµJ + C1)(2σIJ + C2)
(µ2

I + µ2
J + C1)(σ2

I + σ2
J + C2) (5.4)

with mean intensities µI , µJ and contrasts σI , σJ of images I and J , respec-
tively. Furthermore, σIJ denotes the covariance between I and J while C1
and C2 are used to deal with instabilities in SSIM comparions. In this paper,
we have used the SSIM build-in function of MATLAB [22] for producing the
numerical results presented in Section 5.3.

5.3 Numerical Results
In this section, we provide numerical results on the performance of the

considered moderately significant bit data hiding technique in terms of PSNR
and SSIM (see Fig. 5.4 and Table 5.2). This is accompanied by samples of
the respective stego-images and their histograms (see Fig. 5.5).
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Table 5.2: Performance comparison of stego-image in terms of fidelity and
objective perceptual quality

S1 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5

PSNR 58.93 55.05 52.90 51.98 51.15
SSIM 0.9999 0.9998 0.9996 0.9995 0.9992

S2 Case 6 Case 7 Case 8 Case 9 Case 10
PSNR 48.91 46.91 45.45 44.81 44.21
SSIM 0.9988 0.9984 0.9978 0.9973 0.9965

S3 Case 11 Case 12 Case 13 Case 14 Case 15
PSNR 42.31 40.47 39.12 38.45 37.88
SSIM 0.9950 0.9934 0.9910 0.9889 0.9857

S4 Case 16 Case 17 Case 18 Case 19 Case 20
PSNR 36.06 34.32 32.99 32.30 31.75
SSIM 0.9805 0.9753 0.9670 0.9596 0.9486

Figure 5.4: Performance of the moderately significant bit data hiding tech-
niques in terms of PSNR and SSIM.

In particular, Fig. 5.4 shows PSNR in dB and the SSIM index versus the
different cases. Numerical values of the performance metrics for the different
cases are shown in Table 5.2. Apart from Case 1 to Case 20 introduced
in Table 5.1, we have expended the consideration for the results shown in
Fig. 5.4 to include Case 21 to 25 (fifth SI hidden in fifth LSB), Case 26 to 30
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(sixth SI hidden in sixth LSB), and Case 31-35 (seventh SI hidden in seventh
LSB). As can be seen from Fig. 5.4 and Table 5.2, PSNR decreases almost
linearly with the increase of hidden data from Case 1 to Case 35, i.e., increase
of TOP. The progression of the PSNR also shows the instances where an
additional secret image is included into the cover image. Apparently, there
exist seven intervals showing similar progression. Each of these intervals
starts with a rather step decrease of PSNR and levels out at the end of the
interval, i.e., Case 1 to 5 coping with one SI, Case 6 to 10 coping with two
SIs and so on. In contrast to PSNR, the SSIM index decreases waterfall-like
while progressing from Case 1 to Case 35. Specifically, the obtained SSIM
values still stay relatively high until Case 20 but subsequently decrease
steeply when progressing toward Case 35. This different behaviour also
indicates that fidelity measured by PSNR rather fast deteriorates with the
increase of hidden data while objective perceptual image quality measured
by SSIM can still be maintained until a certain amount of hidden data is
exceeded.

The above conjecture that reasonable objective perceptual image quality
can be provided as long as the amount of secret data hidden in the cover
image is not excessive, is also supported by the sample stego-images shown
in Fig. 5.5 for Case 5, 10, 15, and 20. Visual inspection of these images
illustrates that acceptable image quality can be maintain up to Case 15
where the stego-image hides three secret images. Closer inspections reveals
that only the clouds above the center high-rise building starts to deteriorate.
This artifact becomes more pronounced and is clearly visible for Case 20 in
which around 50% of the stego-image has undergone moderately significant
bit substitution by the secret data. The histograms corresponding to these
stego-images show a change in intensities when progressing through Case
5, 10, 15, and 20. Clearly, the increase in hidden data is seen in a largely
changing shape of the histogram.

5.4 Summary and Conclusions

In this paper, we have revisited and examined a data hiding technique
based on moderately significant bit substitution in the context of HD cover
images. Given the significantly increased resolution of HD images compared
to low-resolution image formats, we have successively increased the amount
of secret data to be hidden in the cover image from a single secret image
to four secret images. In the studied approach, each secret image has been
given a dedicated moderately significant bit position of the cover image in
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(a) Case 5 (b) Case 5

(c) Case 10 (d) Case 10

(e) Case 15 (f) Case 15

(g) Case 20 (h) Case 20

Figure 5.5: Stego-images and their histograms.
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which it is being hidden. A comprehensive performance assessment of the
moderately significant bit data hiding technique with respect to HD cover
images has been conducted in terms of PSNR and SSIM. The provided
numerical results, sample stego-images, and corresponding histograms have
illustrated that fidelity measured by PSNR deteriorates rather fast with
the increase of the amount of hidden data. On the other hand, objective
perceptual image quality measured by SSIM can still be maintained at an
acceptable level as long as the hidden data is kept below a certain amount.
This finding supports the conjecture found in literature that PSNR may
experience difficulties in quantifying image quality as perceived by humans
while objective perceptual image quality metrics are much better suited to
perform this task.
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On the Positioning of Moderately

Significant Bit Data Hiding in
High-Definition Images

Dang Ninh Tran, Hans-Jürgen Zepernick, Thi My Chinh Chu

Abstract

Mobile services have seen a shift from voice services toward visual
stimuli-based services ranging from mobile imaging over mobile gaming
to upcoming mobile extended reality applications. In this paper, given
the increased resolutions of the related mobile multimedia formats,
we propose and examine positioning strategies for light-weight data
hiding of secret images in moderately significant bits of high-definition
(HD) cover images. Apart from linear and random positioning, visual
attention mechanisms of the human visual system are addressed by
separately utilizing either the background or center of the HD cover
image for data hiding. A performance assessment of these position-
ing strategies is conducted in terms of the peak-signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR), structural similarity (SSIM) index, and visual information
fidelity (VIF). It is shown that HD cover images indeed can carry more
than a single secret image until noticeable quality loss is observed.
Further, it is revealed that linear positioning of secret images in the
whole, background, or center of HD cover images outperforms random
positioning. As for the utilized performance metrics, it has been ob-
served that PSNR cannot differentiate among the positioning strategies
as it measures pixel-by-pixel differences and hence removes the impact
of the position of the hidden data. As for the two quality metrics,
compared to the SSIM index, VIF is found to stronger differentiate
among the performance of the considered positioning strategies.

6.1 Introduction
The evolution of mobile networks has been accompanied by a tremendously

increasing volume of data traffic and related mobile services. In particular,
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the high transmission capacity offered by current 4G and upcoming 5G
mobile networks have been essential for the development and roll out of
services based on visual stimuli. Accordingly, the mobile service portfolio
ranges from high-definition (HD) images over emerging video formats to
mobile gaming applications and a variety of mobile multimedia applications.
Furthermore, 5G mobile networks are envisaged to further expand mobile
services toward mobile extended reality (XR) [1] which serves as an umbrella
paradigm for mobile virtual reality (VR), mobile augmented reality (AR),
and mobile mixed reality (MR) (see also [2–5]).

Apart from a largely extended mobile service portfolio well beyond con-
ventional voice services, intelligent security techniques for digital image and
video applications have been given significant attention in recent years. A
subset of these efforts includes steganography which deals with powerful
techniques for communicating secret data hidden in a multimedia cover
carrier. As for the utilization of these approaches on mobile devices, the
computational complexity of suitable data hiding techniques has to be kept
small in order to conserve battery power and to minimize processing latency.
In the following, we focus on data hiding techniques in digital images [6]
based on least significant bit (LSB) substitution [7–15] which potentially
supports the desired light-weight processing for mobile devices. The ob-
jectives of these works include topics ranging from maximizing embedded
capacity using variable LSB insertion along with engaging b-th rightmost
LSBs over optimal b-th rightmost LSB substitution to modified local pixel
adjustment for reducing computational cost and enhancing the visual quality
of the stego-image. Combinations of LSB data hiding with other approaches
have also been studied such as combining LSB steganography with image
cropping [16], LSB embedding by way of multi-layered bitwise XOR [17],
steganography using B+ trees and LSBs [18], and studies on combining
chaotic maps with LSB substitution [19]. Recent efforts dealing with imple-
mentation issues related to LSB steganography have been reported in [20]
utilizing field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs).

Furthermore, issues related to steganography in combination with source
compression have been studied in several works such as the following. In
[21], lossless data embedding methods for images have been proposed for
uncompressed formats, lossy or transform formats, and palette formats. The
work in [22] has reported on the steganography implementations of LSB with
both encrypted and compressed text using the tiny encryption algorithm
(TEA) in combination with the Lempel Ziv Welch (LZW) algorithm on
Android. Implementation of LSB steganography for various file formats
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has been studied in [23] while the graphics interchange format (GIF) has
been focused on and examined in [24]. Image-based steganography in the
context of mobile phones has been studied in [25] including LSB and other
steganography approaches. An embedding steganography algorithm in
Java for future Android applications has also been proposed. In [26], LSB
embedding in the context of lossless compressed still images has been studied
covering a variety of LSB embedding methods.

However, the secret images considered in the above papers have been of
low resolutions such as 256× 256 pixels and 512× 256 pixels to be hidden
in a cover image of also relatively low resolution of 512 × 512 pixels. In
addition, instead of using objective perceptual quality metrics, performance
assessment in these works has been based on fidelity metrics such as mean
square error (MSE) and peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) which are known
to not always fit well with visual perception of humans [27, 28]. On the
other hand, in recent years, the resolutions used in consumer media and
display technologies have significantly increased supporting high-definition
images (HD) and videos of resolutions 2048× 1080 (2K) pixels, 3840× 2160
(4K) pixels, and 7680× 4320 (8K) pixels. This trend of increased resolutions
will continue with anticipated formats of 15360× 8640 (16K) pixels required
for achieving true immersion in XR applications. In view of the large
resolutions of HD images, in [29], we have revisited data hiding engaging
several consecutive moderately significant bits of a given bit depth in the
substitution process. This approach aims at hiding several secret images
(SIs) in a given cover image (CI) to generate a stego-image without the need
of computationally expensive pixel adjustment techniques. In particular,
multiple bit planes are engaged through a moderately significant bit data
hiding technique beyond LSB only data hiding. This moderately significant
bit data hiding technique linearly substitutes the respective bit planes by bits
of SIs progressing row-by-row until the SIs are embedded in the CI subject
to the available resources in terms of the resolution of the CI. The numerical
results illustrate that moderately significant bit data hiding together with
a high-definition CI can potentially be used to hide more than a single SI
within suitable quality constraints.

In this paper, we advance on this moderately significant bit data hiding for
high-definition CIs by addressing visual attention aspects of the human visual
system (HVS). Instead of only linearly progressing through the moderately
significant bits of the CI, positioning strategies for hiding SIs differentiate
between the whole, background, and center of the CI for both linear and
random bit substitution. A performance assessment of the obtained stego-
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images is conducted in terms of fidelity using PSNR [30], and objective
perceptual image quality using the structural similarity (SSIM) index [31]
and visual information fidelity (VIF) criterion [32]. It is confirmed that a
high-definition CI indeed can carry more than a single SI until noticeable
quality loss occurs. In particular, it turns out that linear positioning of
SIs in the whole, background, or center of the CI outperforms random
positioning. Furthermore, it is observed that PSNR being a fidelity metric
cannot differentiate among the positioning strategies because it accounts for
pixel-by-pixel differences rather than differences in structural information.
On the other hand, SSIM and VIF, both differentiate much better between
the proposed positioning strategies. In addition, VIF is found to stronger
differentiate among the performance of the considered positioning strategies
compared to SSIM.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, the po-
sitioning strategies for moderately significant bit data hiding along with
different data hiding scenarios are introduced and discussed. The metrics
used to assess and compare the performance of the different positioning
strategies and scenarios are described in Section 6.3. Numerical results
of the performance of positioning strategies for moderately significant bit
data hiding are presented in Section 6.4 for a wide range of scenarios along
with suggestions for future research. Finally, Section 6.5 summarizes and
concludes the paper.

6.2 Positioning Strategies for Moderately Significant
Bit Data Hiding

The human visual system (HVS) uses visual attention to reduce the
complexity of scene analysis. As such, particular regions of a natural scene
may receive higher attention by the majority of viewers compared to other
regions. It may hence be beneficial to hide SIs in those regions of a CI that
receive lower attention by viewers.

6.2.1 Positioning Strategies Considered for Data Hiding

In this paper, we consider the following positioning strategies for both
linear and random data hiding of SIs into the moderately significant bits of a
given CI: 1) Data hiding in the whole CI; 2) Data hiding in the background
of the CI; 3) Data hiding in the center of the CI.

Linear data hiding refers to the process of inserting the data associated
with an SI sequentially row-by-row into the moderately significant bits of
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(a) Data hiding in the whole CI (b) Data hiding in the background of the
CI

(c) Data hiding in the center or ROI of the
CI

Figure 6.1: Hiding secret images in a cover image of width N and height
M by engaging bits of a given bit depth B with moderately increasing
significance.

the whole, background, or center of a CI, e.g., from left-to-right and top-to-
bottom, until the complete data of the SI is hidden. Random data hiding
inserts the bits of an SI into the moderately significant bits of the whole,
background, or center of a CI following a pseudo-random algorithm.

The background of a CI is defined as the region of a natural scene to
which viewers typically give less attention. In contrast, the region of a
natural scene which draws most of the attention of the viewers is called
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SI1

SI1SI2

SI1SI2SIb

Figure 6.2: Data hiding of SIs in moderately significant bits of a CI with
pixels of bit depth B.

region-of-interest (ROI). In case that there is no prior knowledge available
about the ROI for a given image, it is commonly assumed that the center
region of the visual scene draws the highest attention. In this paper, in
the context of data hiding, we follow the assumption of the center of a
visual scene being of main interest to the viewers as a first estimate of scene
analysis.

Given the above definitions, Fig. 6.1(a)-(c) show the considered positioning
strategies for linearly or randomly hiding the data of an SI into the moderately
significant bits of a CI. In all three strategies, the color CI and color SI are
represented by vectors that hold the respective red, green, and blue (RGB)
intensities. In the adopted steganography algorithm, each color element of
an SI is hidden into the corresponding color element of the CI which then
constitutes the color stego-image. For the sake of exposition, let us discuss
the basic operation of moderately significant bit substitution focusing on
a single color component. Here, the pixels of the CI are represented using
a bit depth of B bits which stretch from the LSB to the most significant
bit (MSB). It is assumed that the pixels of the SI have the same bit depth
of B as the CI. As a consequence, it requires B LSBs of the CI to hide a
single pixel of the SI. Then, starting with a first secret image SI1, the bits
of its pixels are substituted into the LSBs of the selected region of the CI.
Similarly, the bits of the pixels of a second secret image SI2 are substituted
into the second LSBs of the selected region of the CI. This process may
continue until a b-th secret image SIb where substitution takes place in the
b-th LSBs of the selected region of the CI.

Specifically, Fig. 6.1(a) illustrates the positioning strategy where the bits
of an SI are hidden either linearly or randomly resorting on the entire
resolution of the CI. In order to prepare for inclusion of visual attention
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(a) CI (b) Center and background of the CI

Figure 6.3: Sample of the cover image [33].

mechanisms into steganography algorithms, Fig. 6.1(b) shows the positioning
strategy where an SI is hidden either linearly or randomly into only the
background of the CI while the center of the CI is kept free of hidden data.
Fig. 6.1(c) depicts the third positioning strategy where the data of an SI
is hidden either linearly or randomly into only the center of the CI while
the background of the CI is kept free of hidden data. In case that several
SIs should be hidden in the CI, i.e., SI1, SI2, . . ., SIb, the above positioning
strategies for data hiding are applied not only to the LSBs of the pixels of
the CI but also to the second LSBs to the b-th LSBs of the CI as illustrated
in Fig. 6.2.

6.2.2 Samples of the Cover Image and Secret Images

Fig. 6.3(a)-(b) shows the CI, and the selected center and background
of the CI. A fixed resolution of 2214 × 1472 pixels is used for the CI in
all subsequent scenarios. In contrast, the resolutions of the SIs shown in
Fig. 6.4(a)-(g) as well as the number of SIs to be hidden in the CI are varied
such that the occupied percentage (OP) and total occupied percentage
(TOP) with respect to the whole CI that hides these SIs increase. The OP
relates to the individual b-th bit positions of a given word with bit depth
B that carry the data of secret image SIb whereas the TOP quantifies the
accumulated occupancy over all utilized bit positions of a given bit depth
in bits per pixel (bpp). Hereinafter, it is assumed that the pixels of the
CI and SIs are represented by a fixed bit depth of B = 8bpp per color
component (24 bpp true color). An extension of the considered scenarios to
other bit depths such as those used for high color (15 or 16 bpp) and deep
color (30, 36, or 48 bpp) is straightforward. Similar for the strategy that
the SIs are hidden only in the background (center) of the CI, the measures
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(a) Secret Image SI1 (b) Secret Image SI2 (c) Secret Image SI3

(d) Secret Image SI4 (e) Secret Image SI5 (f) Secret Image SI6

(g) Secret Image SI7

Figure 6.4: Samples of the seven used secret images [34–40].

OP-B (OP-C) and TOP-B (TOP-C) relate to the occupancy of the b-th
bit positions of the background (center) that carry the data of SIb and the
accumulated occupancy over all utilized bit positions with respect to the
background (center), respectively.

6.2.3 Moderately Significant Bit Data Hiding Scenarios

Given the above discussed three positioning strategies for hiding SIs in
the whole, background, or center of the CI, we specify four scenarios for
each case as shown in Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3, respectively.

Scenario 1 (S1) - Single secret image embedded:
In this scenario, the bits of a single SI1 are linearly or randomly substituted
in the LSBs of the CI, background of the CI, or center of the CI. The
resolution of SI1 is varied for all three positioning strategies such that the
OP of LSBs of the pixels in the CI, its background, or its center hiding the
secret image increases from 9.37% to 49.54% as specified in Case 1 to Case 5
in Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3. The corresponding TOP ranges from 1.17 to 6.19
with respect to the size of the whole CI. In addition, Table 6.2 shows also
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the OP-B (18.69% to 98.88%) and TOP-B (2.33% to 12.36%) which specify
the occupancy of the LSBs in the background of the CI and the total size of
the background of the CI. Similarly, Table 6.3 shows the OP-B (18.77% to
99.29%) and TOP-B (2.34% to 12.41%) which specify the occupancy of the
LSBs in the center of the CI and the total size of the center of the CI.

Scenario 2 (S2) - Two secret images embedded:
In the second scenario, two SIs, i.e., SI1 and SI2, are hidden in the CI,
background of the CI, or center of the CI, using the LSB for SI1 and the
second LSB for SI2. The resolution of 575× 351 pixels is used for SI1 such
that 98.88% and 99.29% of the LSBs of the background and center of the CI,
respectively, are substituted by bits of SI1. The OP for Case 6 to Case 10
then specify the occupancy of the second LSB with respect to the whole CI
by bits of SI2 while the TOP relates to the occupancy accounting for both
SIs, i.e., SI1 and SI2. Similarly, OP-B and OP-C provide the corresponding
information about the occupancy of the second LSB of the background and
center of the CI by bits of SI2 while TOP-B and TOP-C account for the
occupancy by both SI1 and SI2.

Scenario 3 (S3) - Three secret images embedded:
The third scenario considers three secret images, i.e., SI1, SI2, and SI3,
respectively, which are hidden in the LSB, second LSB, and third LSB of
the while CI, background of the CI, or center of the CI. The sizes of SI1 and
SI2 are fixed as 575 × 351 pixels and 556 × 363 pixels, respectively, as in
Case 10 of Scenario 2. The OP, OP-B, and OP-C of the third LSBs with
respect to the whole, background, and center of the CI, respectively, by bits
of SI3 increase from Case 11 to Case 15 as shown in Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3.
The TOP, TOP-B, and TOP-C reported in these tables increase accordingly
accounting for the occupancy of the three secret images SI1, SI2, and SI3 in
the respective positions.

Scenario 4 (S4) - Four secret images embedded:
Finally, we consider the scenario in which four SIs, i.e., SI1, SI2, SI3, and SI4,
are hidden in the LSB, second LSB, third LSB, and fourth LSB throughout
the whole, background, and center of the CI. This scenario is based on Case
15 of Scenario 3 with sizes of SI1, SI2, and SI3 given as 575 × 351 pixels,
556× 363 pixels, and 536× 377 pixels, respectively. Following the procedure
of the preceding scenarios, the OP, OP-B, and OP-C of the fourth LSB of the
whole, background, and center of the CI hiding the fourth secret image SI4
is increased from Case 16 to Case 20 which also increases the corresponding
TOP, TOP-B, and TOP-C. Once Case 20 is reached, a TOP of 24.77% is
obtained with respect to the whole CI, a TOP-B of 49.45% when hiding the
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Table 6.1: Resolutions of SIs to be hidden in the whole CI

S1 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5

SS 240×159 320×212 359×265 500×332 575×351
OP 9.37% 16.65% 23.35% 40.75% 49.54%
TOP 1.17% 2.08% 2.92% 5.09% 6.19%

S2 Case 6 Case 7 Case 8 Case 9 Case 10
SS 240×159 320×213 357×275 500×333 556×363
OP 9.37% 16.73% 24.1% 40.87% 49.54%
TOP 7.36% 8.28% 9.2% 11.3% 12.38%
S3 Case 11 Case 12 Case 13 Case 14 Case 15

SS 240×158 320×211 346×290 320×331 536×377
OP 9.31% 16.57% 24.63% 40.62% 49.6%
TOP 13.54% 14.45% 15.46% 17.46% 18.58%

S4 Case 16 Case 17 Case 18 Case 19 Case 20

SS 240×159 320×212 346×292 500×332 559×361
OP 9.37% 16.65% 24.8% 40.75% 49.53%
TOP 19.75% 20.66% 21.68% 23.67% 24.77%

four SIs in the background of the CI, and a TOP-C of 49.65% if the four SIs
are hidden in the center of the CI.

6.3 Performance Metrics

In order to assess the performance of the different positioning strategies
for moderately significant bit data hiding, we utilize PSNR (fidelity), SSIM
(quality), and VIF (quality). The purpose of these metrics, in the context of
this paper, is to quantify the extent to which the hidden data impairs the
fidelity and quality of the stego-image compared to the CI.

6.3.1 Peak-Signal-to-Noise Ratio

The PSNR is a fidelity metric that measures pixel-by-pixel closeness
between a reference image and a test image. It disregards structural artifacts
such as blocking, ringing, and intensity masking. The higher the PSNR, the
better the fidelity of the image. Although PSNR may not always correlate
well with subjective quality as perceived by humans [27, 28], it is often used
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Table 6.2: Resolutions of SIs to be hidden in the background of the CI

S1 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5

SS 240×159 320×212 359×265 500×332 575×351
OP 9.37% 16.65% 23.35% 40.75% 49.54%
TOP 1.17% 2.08% 2.92% 5.09% 6.19%
OP-B 18.69% 33.23% 46.61% 81.33% 98.88%
TOP-B 2.33% 4.15% 5.82% 10.16% 12.36%

S2 Case 6 Case 7 Case 8 Case 9 Case 10
SS 240×159 320×213 357×275 500×333 556×363
OP 9.37% 16.73% 24.1% 40.87% 49.54%
TOP 7.36% 8.28% 9.2% 11.3% 12.38%
OP-B 18.69% 33.39% 48.1% 81.57% 98.88%
TOP-B 14.69% 16.53% 18.37% 22.55% 24.72%
S3 Case 11 Case 12 Case 13 Case 14 Case 15

SS 240×158 320×211 346×290 320×331 536×377
OP 9.31% 16.57% 24.63% 40.62% 49.6%
TOP 13.54% 14.45% 15.46% 17.46% 18.58%
OP-B 18.58% 33.08% 49.16% 81.08% 99%
TOP-B 27.04% 28.85% 30.86% 34.85% 37.09%

S4 Case 16 Case 17 Case 18 Case 19 Case 20

SS 240×159 320×212 346×292 500×332 559×361
OP 9.37% 16.65% 24.8% 40.75% 49.53%
TOP 19.75% 20.66% 21.68% 23.67% 24.77%
OP-B 18.69% 33.23% 49.5% 81.33% 98.86%
TOP-B 39.42% 41.24% 43.28% 47.25% 49.45%

for comparison purposes because of its low computational complexity and
ease of implementation.

Let us consider two monochrome images I and J of resolution N ×M ,
respectively, where I denotes the reference image and J is the test image.
The parameters M and N are the vertical and horizontal dimensions of the
images I and J , respectively. Then, the PSNR is defined as [30]

PSNR = 10 log C2
I

MSE
(6.1)

where CI = 2B − 1 represents the maximum possible value of a pixel in an
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Table 6.3: Resolutions of the SIs to be hidden in the center of the CI

S1 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5

SS 240×159 320×212 359×265 500×332 575×351
OP 9.37% 16.65% 23.35% 40.75% 49.54%
TOP 1.17% 2.08% 2.92% 5.09% 6.19%
OP-C 18.77% 33.37% 46.8% 81.67% 99.29%
TOP-C 2.34% 4.17% 5.85% 10.21% 12.41%

S2 Case 6 Case 7 Case 8 Case 9 Case 10
SS 240×159 320×213 357×275 500×333 556×363
OP 9.37% 16.73% 24.1% 40.87% 49.54%
TOP 7.36% 8.28% 9.2% 11.3% 12.38%
OP-C 18.77% 33.53% 48.3% 81.91% 99.29%
TOP-C 14.75% 16.6% 18.44% 22.65% 24.82%
S3 Case 11 Case 12 Case 13 Case 14 Case 15

SS 240×158 320×211 346×290 320×331 536×377
OP 9.31% 16.57% 24.63% 40.62% 49.6%
TOP 13.54% 14.45% 15.46% 17.46% 18.58%
OP-C 18.65% 33.22% 49.36% 81.42% 99.41%
TOP-C 27.15% 28.97% 30.99% 35% 37.24%

S4 Case 16 Case 17 Case 18 Case 19 Case 20

SS 240×159 320×212 346×292 500×332 559×361
OP 9.37% 16.65% 24.8% 40.75% 49.53%
TOP 19.75% 20.66% 21.68% 23.67% 24.77%
OP-C 18.77% 33.37% 49.7% 81.67% 99.28%
TOP-C 39.58% 41.41% 43.45% 47.45% 49.65%

image for a given bit depth B. Further, the mean square error is defined as

MSE = 1
MN

M−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0
|I(i, j)− J(i, j)|2 (6.2)

The PSNR of a color image in red, green, blue (RGB) format is obtained as
average over the three color components.
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6.3.2 Structural Similarity Index

The SSIM index was proposed in [31] to assess the perceptual quality of
images and has been used in many applications since then. It is based on
the observation that the HVS has evolved to efficiently extract structural
information from a visual scene rather then performing pixel-by-pixel com-
parisons. Accordingly, in order to mimic this behaviour, SSIM predicts the
degradations in structural information utilizing a combination of intensity
and contrast measures. A high SSIM index is obtained if the reference image
and test image are rather similar in terms of structural information. In
particular, given two images I and J both of resolution N ×M , the SSIM
index is defined as [31]

SSIM(I, J) = (2µIµJ + C1)(2σIJ + C2)
(µ2

I + µ2
J + C1)(σ2

I + σ2
J + C2) (6.3)

where µI , µJ and σI , σJ are the mean intensities and contrasts, respectively,
of the images I and J . Further, σIJ is the covariance between I and J while
instabilities in SSIM comparisons are dealt with by the constants C1 and
C2. In should be mentioned that we have used the SSIM build-in function
of MATLAB [41] for the numerical results shown in Section 6.4.

6.3.3 Visual Information Fidelity Criterion

The VIF criterion proposed in [32] phrases image quality assessment as
an information theoretical problem. It calculates the information contained
in the reference image and the amount of information remaining in the test
image which both are used to measure visual quality degradation. The
lower the VIF, the less information of the reference image remains in the
test image. In brief, the VIF criterion models images using natural scene
statistics, relies on Gaussian scale mixtures in the wavelet domain, and is
eventually formulated as [32]

V IF =

∑
j∈subbands

I(−→CN,j ;−→F N,j |−→s N,j)

∑
j∈subbands

I(−→CN,j ;−→EN,j |−→s N,j)
(6.4)

where N is the number of used Gaussian scale mixtures −→C , and −→E , −→F are
the visual outputs of the underlying HVS model with respect to the reference
and test image, respectively.

Note that the numerical results presented in Section 6.4 have been ob-
tained using the wavelet domain of the VIF algorithm provided in [42].
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6.4 Numerical Results

In this section, we compare the performance of the three positioning
strategies utilizing both linear and random moderately significant bit data
hiding in the whole, background, and center of the CI in terms of PSNR,
SSIM, and VIF. Apart from Case 1 to Case 20 as defined in Tables 6.1, 6.2,
and 6.3, the numerical results shown in Figs. 6.5(a)-(c) have been extended
to account for Case 21 to 25 (SI5 hidden in the fifth LSB), Case 26 to 30
(SI6 hidden in the sixth LSB), and Case 31-35 (SI7 hidden in the seventh
LSB). Although LSB data hiding is commonly recommended to span from
the LSB to the fourth LSB, the added cases provide additional insights into
the progression of the performance metrics and allow a more pronounced
differentiation among the positioning strategies.

6.4.1 Numerical Results for PSNR

Fig. 6.5(a) shows the progression of PSNR for the different positioning
strategies for Case 1 to Case 35. It can be seen from this figure that PSNR
decreases almost linearly with the increase of the amount of data hidden in
the whole, background, or center of the CI. The numerical results obtained
for PSNR also suggest that it is irrelevant which positioning strategy is
used. This characteristic is due to the fact that PSNR in (6.1) is based on a
pixel-by-pixel comparison and the related MSE in (6.2). Clearly, only the
differences of pixels before and after data hiding contribute to PSNR but not
the position at which these differences occur. This also confirms that PSNR
may have difficulties in both predicting subjective quality as perceived by
humans and accounting for visual attention mechanisms.

6.4.2 Numerical Results for SSIM

Fig. 6.5(b) depicts the numerical results obtained for SSIM. In contrast
to PSNR, the structural similarity between the CI and the respective stego-
image containing the SIs differs not much for Case 1 to Case 20. Recall that,
in terms of TOP, around 25% of the CI and around 50% of the background
or center of the CI carry data bits of the four secret images SI1, SI2, SI3, and
SI4 in the LSB, second LSB, third LSB, and fourth LSB. Once more than
four SIs are hidden in the whole, background, or center of the CI, the SSIM
decreases significantly for Case 21 to Case 35. This is because substitution
of the fifth, sixth, and seventh LSB by bits of SIs has a much higher impact
on the structure of the stego-image compared to substitution in lower LSBs.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.5: Performance of the different positioning strategies: (a) PSNR,
(b) SSIM, (c) VIF (A=Whole CI, B=Background of the CI, C=Center of
the CI).
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(a) Linear positioning in the whole CI

(b) Random positioning in the whole CI

Figure 6.6: Stego-images for linear and random positioning of SIs in the
whole CI as specified in Case 35.

As for the considered positioning strategies, it is observed that linear
data hiding in the whole CI provides the best SSIM results while random
data hiding in the whole CI gives the worst SSIM results. The reason
for this ranking is due to the fact that linear data hiding only impairs a
fraction of the whole CI while random data hiding substitutes moderately
significant bits randomly throughout the whole CI. The stego-image shown
in Fig. 6.6(a) for the extreme scenario of Case 35 hiding seven SIs in the
whole CI illustrates that linear positioning indeed impairs 50% of the CI
while the remaining 50% of the CI is kept unchanged. On the other hand,
random positioning of the bits of the seven SIs has an impact on the whole
CI as can be seen from the stego-image shown in Fig. 6.6(b).

Although less pronounced, the same ranking of linear positioning out-
performing random positioning can be observed for SSIM when the SIs are
hidden in the background or the center of the CI (see Fig. 6.5(b)). For
the strategies of linear positioning in the whole CI, and linear and random
positioning in the background or center of the CI, only a fraction of the
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CI is used to hide SIs and the difference in SSIM is rather small. This
characteristic is thought to be due to differences in the structure of the
particular region where the SIs are hidden. However, visual inspection of
the stego-images shown in Fig. 6.7 obtained for linear positioning of SIs
in the whole, background, and center of the CI suggest that subjective
quality as perceived by viewers may differ to a larger extent between these
strategies compared to the minor difference obtained by SSIM. Because
SSIM is calculated for the entire spatial resolution of the considered images,
mechanisms of visual attention may not be fully explored in the quality
assessment. For future research, it is recommended to conduct subjective
experiments that establish a ground truth revealing if opinion scores given
to the quality of the various positioning strategies are statistically more
different than those small differences obtained with SSIM. Furthermore, a
weighted processing of SSIM with respect to background and center of the
CI may also be considered to stronger address visual attention mechanisms.

6.4.3 Numerical Results for VIF

Finally, Fig. 6.5(c) presents the numerical results obtained for VIF. It can
be observed that the progression of VIF is similar as that for SSIM. However,
the fidelity of visual information starts to decrease steeper already from
around Case 10 onwards compared to SSIM for which significant decrease
starts with Case 20. Furthermore, VIF differentiates somewhat stronger
among the considered positioning strategies compared to SSIM for the cases
where several SIs are hidden in the CI. In view of these differences, it may be
suggested as future work, to also utilize other objective perceptual quality
metrics for performance assessment of positioning strategies for moderately
significant bit data hiding in high-defnition CIs and compare the obtained
results with the ground truth obtained from subjective experiments.

6.5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed several positioning strategies for hiding

SIs in the moderately significant bits of a given CI. A performance assessment
of these positioning strategies in terms of PSNR, SSIM, and VIF has been
conducted comparing the fidelity and quality differences between the HD
cover image and obtained stego-images carrying the hidden SIs. For the
considered content and scenarios, it has been shown that a high-definition
CI indeed can carry more than a single SI until noticeable quality loss occurs.
Further, it has been revealed that linear positioning of SIs in the whole,
background, or center of the CI outperforms random positioning. As for
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(a) Linear positioning in the whole CI

(b) Linear positioning in the background of
the CI

(c) Linear positioning in the center of the CI

Figure 6.7: Stego-images for linear positioning of SIs in the whole, back-
ground, and center of the CI as specified in Case 35.

the utilized performance metrics, it has been observed that PSNR cannot
differentiate among the positioning strategies as it measures pixel-by-pixel
differences and hence removes the impact of the position. As for the two
quality metrics, i.e., SSIM and VIF, the latter has been found to stronger
differentiate among the performance of the considered positioning strategies.
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In our future research, we will therefore conduct a comparison of different
objective perceptual quality metrics in the context of positioning strategies
for hiding SIs and their match to a ground truth to be established from
subjective experiments. This ground truth shall also be utilized to design
quality metrics that stronger account for the effect of visual attention in
positioning strategies for data hiding. Research directions may also include
studying the performance of LSB steganography in conjunction with different
lossless and lossy image formats, the impact of cover image content on the
objective and subjective image quality for different positioning strategies of
moderately significant bit data hiding, and the strength of these approaches
to cope with attacks.
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Spherical Light-Weight Data Hiding in

360-Degree Videos With Equirectangular
Projection

Dang Ninh Tran and Hans-Jürgen Zepernick

Abstract

In this paper, we propose a spherical light-weight data hiding tech-
nique for 360-degree videos with equirectangular projection between
sphere and plane. In particular, computationally efficient least signif-
icant bit (LSB) data hiding is applied to the color encoded equirect-
angular projection of the sphere. As viewers put more attention to
the areas around the equator of a 360-degree video compared to the
poles, LSB data hiding may be performed in the regions around the
poles without causing perceptually significant quality degradation. In
addition, the equirectangular projection induces a huge amount of
data redundancy in the areas near the poles which increases the ca-
pacity available for LSB data hiding. A performance assessment of
the proposed spherical light-weight data hiding technique is conducted
using the weighted-to-spherically-uniform peak-signal-to-noise ratio
(WS-PSNR) and the Craster parabolic projection PSNR (CPP-PSNR).
Because both metrics take the non-linear relationship between samples
on the sphere and the samples mapped to the plane into account, they
are well suited for assessing the performance of the spherical LSB data
hiding technique. Numerical results are provided for scenarios in which
a 360-degree cover video carries a secret video using different numbers
of bit planes. It is shown that video fidelity in terms of WS-PSNR and
CPP-PSNR is indeed kept high in the 360-degree stego-video as long
as the LSB data hiding is performed in the areas around the poles.

7.1 Introduction
In recent years, immersive media such as 360-degree videos, virtual real-

ity, and augmented reality have seen an increasing interest in the consumer
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markets. To achieve immersive experiences that allow the viewer to seam-
lessly interact in real-time with three-dimensional spatial information, image
resolutions are needed that span beyond 4K pixel width. In particular,
360-degree videos, also referred to as spherical, panoramic, omnidirectional,
or immersive videos, provide a 360◦ × 180◦ view of scenes that were cap-
tured with specialized omnidirectional cameras. Given the large resolutions
required to achieve highly immersive 360-degree videos, the related large
capacity may be used for hiding a conventional secret video in a 360-degree
cover video resulting in a 360-degree stego-video.

The processing of 360-degree videos is computationally expensive while
latency should be kept ultra-low to meet the stringent photon-to-motion
constraints [1]. Additional processing induced by data hiding needs therefore
to be kept low. In this context, least significant bit (LSB) substitution is such
a light-weight technique that has been used for hiding secret data in cover
audio files [2], images [3], and videos [4]. The interested reader is referred to
[5] and the references therein for a comprehensive review on steganography
including LSB data hiding in the spatial domain, frequency domain, the use
of perceptual masking, and adaptive steganography. LSB data hiding in
the spatial domain, as used in this paper, has seen many applications over
the years due to its relatively simple implementation [6–14]. Refinements
of LSB data hiding have been proposed to increase hiding capacity, e.g.,
engaging the b-th rightmost LSBs (b bit planes) for data hiding [7] and
optimal b-th rightmost LSB substitution to maximize peak-signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) [8]. Other work focused on reducing the computational load
for LSB substitution [10, 11, 14, 15].

Motivated by all of the above, in this paper, a light-weight data hiding
technique for 360-degree videos with equirectangular projection (ERP) is
proposed. To keep the computational burden needed for data hiding low,
LSB substitution is used on the color encoded components of the ERP
of the 360-degree cover videos. A performance assessment is conducted
using objective video quality metrics that take the warping effect caused by
the projection from the sphere to the plane into account. The numerical
results illustrate that LSB data hiding in the poles of 360-degree videos is
preferable compared to LSB data hiding around the equator as high video
fidelity can be maintained. The benefit of hiding secret data in the poles of
a 360-degree video is also observed when additional bit planes are engaged
in the LSB data hiding.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 7.2 provides prelim-
inaries of 360-degree videos and data hiding as needed for the understanding
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of the proposed data hiding technique. In Section 7.3, the proposed spherical
LSB data hiding technique is described. The metrics used for performance
assessment are presented in Section 7.4. The details of the experimental
design are provided in Section 7.5 such as specifications of the 360-degree
cover video and secret video along with the LSB data hiding scenarios. In
Section 7.6, the numerical results assessing the performance of the proposed
spherical light-weight data hiding technique are presented and discussed.
Conclusions are drawn in Section 7.7.

7.2 Preliminaries of 360-Degree Videos and Data
Hiding

This section provides fundamentals about essential processing components
associated with 360-degree videos, equirectangular projection, color encoding,
and LSB data hiding.

7.2.1 Processing Components of 360-Degree Videos

The basic components of a 360-degree video processing chain shown in
Fig. 7.1 perform the following tasks:

• Capture: Capturing devices of 360-degree videos have to cover the
full 360◦ × 180◦ sphere. This may be achieved, e.g., by using stereo
cameras with large overlap and subsequent stitching of the left and
right panoramas.

• Projection: As contemporary video coding standards cannot pro-
cess spherical content, a projection of the 360-degree video to a two-
dimensional video needs to be performed. Among the many proposed
techniques of projecting the sphere onto the plane, ERP is often used
where longitude and latitude on the sphere are simply mapped onto
horizontal and vertical coordinates on the plane (see Section 7.2.2).

• Encoding: Source encoding such as the H.264 format is used for
compressing the large file sizes associated with 360-degree videos.

• Transmission: Modes for 360-degree video transmission currently
consider full-view transmission and field-of-view (FOV) transmission
(conserves network resources).

• Decoding: Performs the decompression of the received source encoded
data stream.
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Capture Projection 

Decoding 

Encoding 

Rendering Display 

Transmission 

Figure 7.1: Basic components of a 360-degree video processing chain.

• Rendering: This task includes the inverse projection from the plane
to the sphere, FOV generation, and the generation of one view per eye
among other operations.

• Display: To achieve high immersion when viewing 360-degree videos,
head mounted displays (HMDs) are commonly used that provide a
FOV of typically 100◦ to 110◦.

7.2.2 Equirectangular Projection

The ERP maps the lines of longitude and circles of latitudes of a sphere, re-
spectively, onto vertical and horizontal lines of constant spacing (see Fig. 7.2).
The forward ERP from the unit sphere to the plane transforming spherical
coordinates (λ, ϕ) to planar coordinates (x, y) is defined as follows [16] :

x = (λ− λ0) cosϕ0 (7.1)
y = ϕ− ϕ0 (7.2)

where x and y are the horizontal and vertical coordinates in the plane, λ
and λ0 denote longitude and the central meridian on the sphere, and ϕ and
ϕ0 are latitude and the projection invariant latitude on the sphere. The
inverse ERP is given by

λ = x

cosϕ0 + λ0
(7.3)

ϕ = y + ϕ0 (7.4)

As illustrated in Fig. 7.2, the ERP format causes distortions of area and
local shape in the plane when moving vertically from the equator to the
poles. In particular, areas close to the poles become horizontally stretched
in the plane. The North Pole and the South Pole on the sphere are located
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Figure 7.2: Example of an equirectangular projection from the sphere to the
plane.

at the top and the bottom edge of the plane while being stretched across the
entire frame width. As a result of the distortions induced by the ERP format,
a huge amount of data redundancy exists near the poles. This characteristic
provides significant capacity for data hiding as the areas near the poles
typically appear rather flat on the plane in terms of structural complexity.

7.2.3 Color Encoding

The red, green, and blue (RGB) color model finds its roots in the Young-
Helmholtz theory of trichromatic color vision [17, 18] and James Clerk
Maxwell’s color triangle [19]. In order to reduce the amount of data required
for representing a color stimulus, RGB color images/videos are typically
encoded using color difference signals.

YUV color encoding has become a well-established component of many
image/video processing chains. Here, Y stands for the luminance component
and UV are the two chrominance components Cr and Cb. The YUV
model uses the fact that the human visual system (HVS) relies strongly on
the accuracy of the brightness information associated with the luminance
component with respect to discerning spatial detail while spatial sensitivity to
color is relatively low. This behavior of the HVS allows for lossy subsampling
of the chrominance components of a color image/video which results in
reduced file size without considerable impact on perceptual quality.

Subsampling schemes are denoted as J :a:b where J is the pixel width,
a is the number of chrominance samples in the first row of J pixels, and b
is the number of changes of chrominance samples between first and second
row of J pixels. In this paper, we use the YV12 format, i.e., 8 bits per pixel
(bpp) Y plane of resolution N ×M (width×height) followed by 8 bpp 2× 2
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 7.3: YUV4:2:0 color encoded equirectangular projected frame of a
360-degree video: (a) Y component, (b) U component, (c) V component.

subsampled N/2×M/2 V and U planes [20]. Note that the YV12 format is
a planar YUV format, i.e., basically relates to the YUV4:2:0p format with
chroma (color difference signal) being horizontally and vertically subsampled
by a factor of 2 (see Fig. 7.3).

7.2.4 LSB Data Hiding

Fig. 7.4 illustrates the concept of LSB data hiding which is adopted in
this paper to hide a secret video in the frames of a 360-degree cover video
resulting in a 360-degree stego-video. In the most simple version of LSB
data hiding, only the actual LSBs of the 360-degree cover video are used
to hide the secret video. In order to increase the capacity available for
data hiding, additional bit planes may be used ranging from the LSB to
the b-th LSB of the pixels of the frames in the 360-degree cover video. On
the other hand, engaging additional bit planes in the data hiding process
increases the distortions induced by the secret data to the cover data. These
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LSB 

LSB Second LSB 

LSB b-th LSB Second LSB 

Figure 7.4: Data hiding in different bit planes of pixels from LSB to b-th
LSB.

impairments in turn result in a reduction of the quality of the stego-image
and may indicate the presence of secret data (see, e.g., [21]).

7.3 Spherical Light-Weight Data Hiding Approach
The LSB data hiding described in Section 7.2.4, is applied here to each

equirectangluar projected frame of a 360-degree cover video. In particular,
LSB substitution is performed to the pixels in the macro pixels (group of
pixels) of the YUV components of the YV12 color encoded equirectangular
frames (see Fig. 7.5). As such, bit planes of the macro pixels comprising
16 pixels in the Y component, and macro pixels comprising 4 pixels in the
U and V components of the 360-degree cover video are used to hide the
secret video.

Depending on the capacity needed for carrying a secret video, the respec-
tive number of lines per frame, number of bit planes (LSB to b-th LSB), or
both number of lines per frame and bit planes, may be engaged. Given are
the resolutions N ×M and N/2×M/2 of the Y-frames and U/V-frames of
a 360-degree cover video. Let L denote the number of bits to be hidden in a
frame of a 360-degree cover video, the number lY , lU , and lV of lines needed
for data hiding in a frame are then calculated as

lY = 2L
3 ·

1
b ·N

(7.5)

lU = L

6 ·
1

b ·N
(7.6)

lV = lU (7.7)
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Figure 7.5: Format code of the YV12 components that is used for LSB data
hiding of a secret video in the frames of a 360-degree cover video (Note: In
the YV12 format, the Y component is followed by the V component and
then the U component [20]).

where b is the number of bit planes used for data hiding, i.e., LSB to b-th LSB.

The pseudo-code outlining the principle steps needed to perform the
spherical light-weight data hiding of a secret video in a 360-degree cover
video is provided in Algorithm 1. The result is a 360-degree stego-video.

7.4 Performance Metrics

To use source encoding formats that are readily available for conventional
videos, the samples on the spherical surface are to be mapped onto the
plane. As the relationship between the pixels in these two spaces is non-
linear, quality assessment of the algorithms in 360-degree video processing
chains needs to be spherically performed such that distortions are measured
correctly. In this paper, two prominent spherical quality metrics, for which
source code has been made available in [22], are used for quality assessment
of the proposed technique.
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Algorithm 1 Spherical Light-Weight Data Hiding
1: Read equirectangular projected frames of the 360-degree cover video.
2: Perform YUV color encoding to obtain:

(1) Y frames of resolution N ×M .
(2) U and V frames both of resolution N/2×M/2.

3: Read the secret video as bitstream of length Ltot.
4: Select the number of frames Nf of the 360-degree cover video to be

used for data hiding. (Note: Alternatively, select the number of lines to
be used for data hiding in each frame of the 360-degree cover video.)

5: Calculate the number of secret bits L = dLtot/Nfe to be hidden in a
frame of the 360-degree cover video. (Note: Alternatively, calculate the
number frames of the 360-degree cover video needed to hide the secret
video.)

6: Set the number of bit planes used for data hiding to b.
7: Calculate the number of lines lY , lU , lV needed for data hiding in the

YUV components of the 360-degree cover video using (7.5)-(7.7).
8: Set starting line (latitude) for data hiding in the Y, U, and V frames of

the 360-degree cover video.
9: Perform LSB data hiding of the secret video in the Y, U, and V frames

of the 360-degree cover video at the specified regions in terms of selected
latitude and required number of lines per frame.

10: Write the Y, U, and V frames of the obtained 360-degree stego-video.

7.4.1 Weighted-to-Spherically-Uniform PSNR

The weighted-to-spherically-uniform PSNR (WS-PSNR) proposed in [23]
deals with the warping effect caused by the mapping between the plane and
the sphere. The principle steps of WS-PSNR are as follows: 1) Measure
distortions of samples in the plane, 2) Weight the result by the projection
area of the spherical surface.

Mathematically, given the weights w(i, j) of pixels at the positions (i, j)
of the spherical surface for a specific projection format, the weighted mean
squared error (WMSE) is defined as follows [23] :

WMSE =

N−1∑
i=0

M−1∑
j=0

{
[x(i, j)− y(i, j)]2 · w(i, j)

}
N−1∑
i=0

M−1∑
j=0

w(i, j)
(7.8)

For the case of the ERP used in this paper, the weights w(i, j) are given as
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follows [23] :

w(i, j)erp = cos
[(j + 0.5−M/2)π

M

]
(7.9)

where M = N/2. Using (7.8), the WS-PSNR is expressed as

WS-PSNR = 10 log
(
MAX2

WMSE

)
(7.10)

where MAX is the maximum possible pixel value for a given bit depth. The
source code of WS-PSNR available at [22] has been used to produce the
numerical results in Section 7.6.

7.4.2 Craster parabolic projection PSNR

The Craster parabolic projection PSNR (CPP-PSNR) [24, 25] deals
with the problem that geometrical projections from the sphere to the plane
cause bending, stretching, and other distortions. The use of the CPP is
motivated by the finding that it achieves minimum shape distortion [26]. The
CPP-PSNR uses a simple mapping of the spherical coordinates (longitude
θ, latitude φ, radius R) to the plane (horizontal luma sample position i,
vertical luma sample position j) as follows [16]:

i = Rθ

[(
2 cos 2φ

3

)
− 1

]
(7.11)

j = πR sin φ3 (7.12)

We have used the source code of CPP-PSNR provided in [22] to obtain the
numerical results shown in Section 7.6.

7.5 Experimental Design
The 360-degree cover video was selected from the data set of omnidirec-

tional videos reported in [27]. It comprises of 10 frames with a resolution of
4096× 2048 pixels and a bit depth of 8 bpp. The video “tilted_face.avi” of
resolution 640× 480 pixels from the MATLAB computer vision toolbox [28]
has been used as secret video and processed as a binary file. As such, the
secret video could be replaced by any other type of digital media. It should
be mentioned that a Y frame offers a four-times larger capacity for data
hiding compared to the U and V frame due to its two-times larger width
and length.
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Six scenarios are considered where the number of bit planes of the pixels
engaged for hiding the secret video increases from b = 1 to 6. Because the
secret video is of fixed size in terms of the total number of bits, the amount of
lines required in the YUV components of each frame in the 360-degree cover
video decreases accordingly (see Table 7.1). For each scenario, spherical
light-weight data hiding has been used starting at five different latitudes,
i.e., 90◦ (North Pole), 45◦, 0◦ (Equator), −45◦, and −90◦ (South Pole). For
each latitude, the region used for data hiding is defined by the starting line
and number of lines required in the YUV components of each frame of the
360-degree cover video (see Table 7.2).

Table 7.1: Number of lines used for data hiding

Number of YUV Components
bit planes b Y (lines per frame) U/V (lines per frame)

1 360 180
2 180 90
3 120 60
4 90 45
5 72 36
6 60 30

Scenario 1 – One bit plane data hiding: In this scenario, only LSBs
of the luminance and chrominance components of the 360-degree cover video
are used to hide the secret video. Because each pixel used for data hiding
carries only one secret bit, the number of pixels needed to hide the entire
secret video is the highest among the considered scenarios. In particular,
360 lines of width N of each Y frame and 180 lines of width N/2 of each U
and V frame are used to carry the secret video. LSB substitution is applied
to five different regions proceeding from the North Pole to the South Pole of
each frame.

Scenario 2 – Two bit planes data hiding: To increase the capacity
for data hiding, the LSB and 2nd LSB are used to carry the secret video.
As a result, the number of pixels required for hiding the pixels of the secret
video is reduced by half compared to Scenario 1. Specifically, 180 lines of
each Y frame and 90 lines of each U and V frame are used.

Scenario 3 – Three bit planes data hiding: Adding another bit
plane, i.e. LSB, 2nd LSB, and 3rd LSB of each pixel of the 360-degree cover
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Table 7.2: Specifications of the regions used for data hiding

Region of Y frame Region of U/V frames
Starting Number Starting Number

Latitude line of lines line of lines
Scenario 1

90◦ 1 360 1 180
45◦ 331 360 166 180
0◦ 843 360 422 180

−45◦ 1355 360 678 180
−90◦ 1687 360 844 180

Scenario 2
90◦ 1 180 1 90
45◦ 421 180 211 90
0◦ 933 180 467 90

−45◦ 1445 180 723 90
−90◦ 1867 180 934 90

Scenario 3
90◦ 1 120 1 60
45◦ 451 120 226 60
0◦ 963 120 482 60

−45◦ 1475 120 738 60
−90◦ 19277 120 964 60

Scenario 4
90◦ 1 90 1 45
45◦ 467 90 234 45
0◦ 979 90 490 45

−45◦ 1491 90 746 45
−90◦ 1957 90 979 45

Scenario 5
90◦ 1 72 1 36
45◦ 475 72 238 36
0◦ 987 72 494 36

−45◦ 1499 72 750 36
−90◦ 1975 72 989 36

Scenario 6
90◦ 1 60 1 30
45◦ 481 60 241 30
0◦ 993 60 497 30

−45◦ 1505 60 753 30
−90◦ 1987 60 994 30
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video, the number of pixels required for hiding the secret video reduces
further to 120 lines of each Y frame and 60 lines of each U or V frame.

Scenario 4 to 6 – Four to six bit planes data hiding: In these
scenarios, the number of bit planes used to cover secret bits is further
increased engaging the 4th to 6th LSBs. As such, the number of pixels and
lines needed for data hiding reduces from 1/4 to 1/6 compared to Scenario 1.

7.6 Numerical Results
In this section, numerical results for the scenarios described in Section 7.5

are provided and discussed in relation to both visual inspection and objective
video quality.

Fig. 7.6 illustrates the impact of LSB data hiding at different latitudes
of a 360-degree video sample where 6 bit planes are used for hiding the
secret video. As can be seen from the figure, the perceptual quality of the
360-degree stego-video remains still high as long as the secret video is hidden
in the North Pole or the South Pole. On the other hand, for the rather
extreme case of engaging 6 bit planes, a quality degradation is clearly seen
for latitudes φ = 45◦, 0◦,−45◦.

Fig. 7.7 shows the objective video quality for the 360-degree stego-video
in terms of WS-PSNR and CPP-PSNR. In particular, Fig. 7.7 (a) depicts
the WS-PSNR versus latitude for different bit planes. Clearly, the quality
in terms of WS-PSNR of the 360-degree stego-video can be kept high for
all latitudes when only 1 or 2 bits per pixel are used for LSB data hiding.
It is also shown that the WS-PSNR is kept rather high at the poles even
when engaging 6 bits per pixel for LSB data hiding. This conjecture is
supported by Fig. 7.7 (b) which shows the WS-PSNR versus bit planes
for different latitudes. In addition, it can be observed that the WS-PSNR
decreases steeper with the increase of engaged bit planes for LSB data hiding
at latitudes φ = 45◦, 0◦,−45◦ compared to the North Pole (φ = 90◦) and
the South Pole (φ = 90◦). Fig. 7.7 (c)-(d) present the results obtained for
CPP-PSNR which, apart from giving slightly higher values, show a similar
progression as those obtained with WS-PSNR.

7.7 Conclusions
In this paper, a spherical light-weight data hiding technique for 360-degree

videos with equirectangular projection has been examined. This technique
hides secret videos using computationally efficient LSB substitution to the
YUV color encoded components of equirectangular projected 360-degree
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(a) φ = 90◦ (North Pole) (b) φ = 45◦

(c) φ = 0◦ (Equator) (d) φ = −45◦

(e) φ = −90◦ (South Pole)

Figure 7.6: LSB data hiding in a 360-degree video at different latitudes using
b = 6 bit planes.

cover videos. A performance assessment has been conducted in terms of
WS-PSNR and CPP-PSNR which account for the warping effect induced by
the mapping between sphere and plane. The numerical results illustrate that
the fidelity of the 360-degree stego-video with respect to the 360-degree cover
video using simple LSB data hiding can be kept high when the secret video
is hidden around the poles. The fidelity decreases when shifting the LSB
data hiding from either the North Pole or the South Pole toward the equator.
Increasing the number of bit planes used for data hiding to the b-th LSB
decreases WS-PSNR and CPP-PSNR at the poles. A similar characteristic
is then observed when shifting data hiding from the poles toward the equator
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Figure 7.7: Objective video quality of LSB data hiding for a 360-degree
video: (a) WS-PSNR versus latitude, (b) WS-PSNR versus number of bit
planes, (c) CPP-PSNR versus latitude, (d) CPP-PSNR versus number of
bit planes.
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but on a lower level compared to the case when only the LSB is used for
data hiding. Given that viewers typically put more attention to the areas
around the equator of 360-degree videos compared to the poles, the obtained
results suggest that LSB data hiding may be performed in the regions around
the poles without causing perceptually significant quality degradation while
keeping fidelity relatively high.
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8
Spherical LSB Data Hiding in 360◦ Videos

Using Morphological Operations

Dang Ninh Tran and Hans-Jürgen Zepernick

Abstract

Steganography has been widely used to embed secret data in cover
multimedia carriers including digital image, audio, and video files such
that the confidential information being communicated is hidden. Im-
mersive multimedia, e.g. 360◦ videos, have recently received increased
attention as promising applications for the Internet and 5G mobile
networks. In this paper, we focus on using steganography for hiding
secret data in an immersive multimedia carrier. Specifically, a spherical
least significant bit (LSB) data hiding approach is proposed to embed
secret videos in 360◦ cover videos along with morphological operations.
Due to viewers are paying less attention to the North and South Poles
compared to the Equator region of 360◦ videos, LSB data hiding is
performed around the poles of the equirectangular projection of the
sphere to the plane. Data hiding capacity is increased by using mor-
phological operations in the remaining mid-region around the Equator
which broadens the edge area for embedding secret data. The proposed
spherical LSB data hiding technique may be used to hide secret videos
or other confidential data in 360◦ cover videos. It can also be used to
increase available bandwidth for communication purposes as long as
embedded data has no significant impact on the quality as perceived
by the end-user. A performance assessment of the proposed approach
is conducted with respect to data hiding capacity and objective per-
ceptual video quality. Numerical results are provided for a wide range
of scenarios illustrating the trade-offs between capacity and quality.

8.1 Introduction
Steganography is a class of information hiding techniques in which secret

data is hidden in a cover medium resulting in a stego-object [1]. The purpose
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of steganography is to enable covert communication between two partners.
Digital steganography techniques have been widely used in telecommunica-
tion systems for hiding secret data in digital cover image, audio, or video files.
In particular, a comparative study of digital audio steganography techniques
is provided in [2] in terms of robustness, security, and data hiding capacity.
Comprehensive surveys and analysis of digital image steganography can be
found in [3, 4] including current methods and future research. A review of
digital video steganography is given in [5] covering techniques for embedding
secret data in digital videos, performance assessment, and an outlook on
future video steganography techniques.

As immersive multimedia applications are delay sensitive with motion-to-
photon latency to be kept below 20 ms [6], data hiding must be executed
within this delay budget while keeping computational load low. Least
significant bit (LSB) data hiding and its extensions using additional bit
planes, i.e., b-th rightmost LSB data hiding of a given bit depth B per pixel
of a digital image or video, constitute such a light-weight technique. The
interested reader is referred to the review on video steganography [5] with
respect to techniques based on pre-embedding and the references therein on
LSB data hiding [7–10].

Apart from high data hiding capacity, imperceptibility of data hiding
techniques is also an important issue. This requires techniques that find
hiding locations in a visual stimulus such that the human visual system
(HVS) does not perceive severe quality degradation of the stego-video. Since
the HVS is less sensitive to sharp intensity changes in the edge regions of an
image or frame of a video, these regions are suitable for embedding secret
information. In [11], the pixel-differencing method was proposed for images
which exploits this insensitiveness of the HVS to sharp intensity changes in
edge regions. Among the improvements that have been proposed for this
method over the years, application of edge detectors has also been studied
for finding suitable embedding locations, e.g., [12–21]. In particular, the
Canny edge detector [22] is frequently used in this context. The Canny edge
detector has been shown to outperform other detectors with respect to true
message extraction at the intended receiver [23]. Edge detection has also
been applied together with LSB data hiding for images as reported in [24, 25].
An additional increase in data hiding capacity can be achieved by engaging
pixels in regions around the edges. A novel image steganography algorithm
was proposed in [26] which is based on local reference edge detection together
with dilation and hybrid coding. In particular, Canny edge detection is used
to identify edges, the dilation operation causes the detected edges to grow
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in size, and hybrid coding serves for LSB data hiding into bit planes. This
technique shows better data hiding capacity than other approaches while
retaining imperceptibility of the information hidden in the stego-image.

Motivated by all of the above, in this paper, we go beyond conventional
digital multimedia steganography for cover audio, image, and video files to
apply data hiding to immersive multimedia. Specifically, 360◦ videos are
considered which offer 3+ degrees-of-freedom (3DoF+) [27] when viewed on
a head-mounted display (HMD). In contrast to conventional videos, viewers
of 360◦ videos have the freedom of three unlimited rotational movements
(pitch, yaw, and roll) around the x, y, and z axes, and limited translational
head movements along these coordinates. Regarding the general viewing
behavior of 360◦ videos, it has been revealed that viewers put more at-
tention to the areas around the Equator compared to the poles [28]. In
addition, the mapping of samples on the sphere onto the plane, e.g., using
the equirectangular projection, induces a warping effect with distortions
more pronounced at the poles compared to the Equator region. As such,
it may be beneficial to perform LSB data hiding in the regions around
the poles without causing perceptually significant quality degradation in
the 360◦ stego-video. In [29], we have studied such a spherical LSB data
hiding strategy for 360◦ videos with respect to the placement of a given
patch of lines covering a secret video while moving the patch from North to
South Pole. This work has confirmed that data hiding at either poles does
not cause significant objective video quality degradation in terms of both
weighted-to-spherically-uniform peak-signal-to-noise ratio (WS-PSNR) [30]
and Craster parabolic projection PSNR (CPP-PSNR) [31]. It also turned
out that WS-PSNR and CPP-PSNR provide similar performance results
regarding objective video quality while data hiding capacity has not been
assessed. Encouraged by these results, in this paper, we apply spherical LSB
data hiding simultaneously to North and South Pole of the 360◦ video using
different numbers of lines of its color encoding components and engaging
different numbers of bit planes. Because the Equator region is not exploited
with this approach, the morphological-based technique reported in [32] for
high-definition images is adapted to the mid-region of 360◦ videos which
further increases data hiding capacity. The contributions of this paper can
be summarized as follows:

• A spherical LSB data hiding technique for 360◦ videos is proposed to
hide secret videos.

• LSB and b-rightmost LSB data hiding at both the North and South
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Pole are used supporting different levels of data hiding capacity (or
capacity for brevity).

• Capacity is further increased by using LSB data hiding with morpho-
logical operations in the mid-region.

• Pseudo code for the proposed spherical LSB data hiding technique is
provided.

• A performance assessment is provided illustrating the trade-off between
capacity and quality.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 8.2 provides prelim-
inaries on 360◦ video processing, color encoding, morphological operations,
and LSB data hiding. The proposed steganography approach is described
in Section 8.3. The metrics used to assess the performance of the proposed
spherical LSB data hiding technique are presented in Section 8.4. The
experimental design is detailed in Section 8.5 outlining a wide range of
scenarios used to assess the impact of number of lines, number of bit planes,
and size of the structuring element on the performance of the proposed
360◦ video steganography technique. Section 8.6 provides and discusses
the experimental results in terms of capacity and quality obtained for the
different scenarios. Conclusions and future work are given in Section 8.7.

8.2 Preliminaries of 360◦ Videos, Morphological
Operations, and Data Hiding

In this section, we provide background to the extent needed for the
understanding of the proposed data hiding technique.

8.2.1 360◦ Video Processing Chain

Main components of a 360◦ video processing chain include the following
tasks:

• Capture: Cameras for 360◦ videos need to capture the complete
360◦ × 180◦ sphere. For example, stereo cameras with large overlap
together with stitching left and right panoramas can be used for
this task.

• Projection: 360◦ videos are projected from the sphere to the plane
which then allows use of contemporary video coding formats. The
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equirectangular projection is often used for mapping longitudes and
latitudes of the sphere onto horizontal and vertical coordinates of
the plane.

• Encoding: Source encoding such as the H.264 and H.265 formats may
be used for compressing 360◦ videos prior to transmission or storage.
In general, lossless, perceptually near to lossless, or lossy compression
may be employed depending on the application under consideration.

• Transmission: Full-view and field-of-view (FOV) transmission are
prominent modes for 360◦ video transmission. The latter is used to
conserve bandwidth or memory.

• Decoding: Executes the decompression of the source encoded data
stream at the receiver.

• Rendering: Performs the inverse projection from the plane to the
sphere, FOV generation, and the generation of one view per eye among
other operations. Due to the high complexity associated with rendering,
cloud virtual reality (VR) centers are being developed [6].

• Display: HMDs are recommended for producing the most immersive
experiences.

8.2.2 YUV Color Encoding

YUV color encoding is widely used to reduce the amount of data associated
with the red, green, and blue (RGB) color model. Here, Y denotes the
luminance component, U stands for the chrominance component Cr, and
V is the chrominance component Cb. The YUV model takes advantage
of the HVS relying strongly on the accuracy of the brightness information
contained in the luminance component for discerning spatial detail while
spatial sensitivity to color is rather low. This mechanism allows for lossy
subsampling of the chrominance components of a color stimulus which reduces
file size without considerable impact on perceptual quality. A subsampling
scheme is defined by the pixel width J , the number a of chrominance samples
in the first row of J pixels, the number b of changes of chrominance samples
between first and second row of J pixels, and denoted accordingly as J :a:b.

In this paper, we use the YV12 format, i.e., 8 bits per pixel (bpp) Y plane
of resolution N ×M (width×height) followed by 8 bpp 2× 2 subsampled
N/2×M/2 V and U planes [33]. The YV12 format basically relates to the
YUV4:2:0p format with chroma (color difference signal) being horizontally
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and vertically subsampled by a factor of 2 (see Fig. 8.1). Further, the
YV12 format is organized in groups of pixels referred to as macro pixels,
i.e., macro pixels comprising four pixels in the Y component representing
intensity, and one pixel in the U and V components containing the red and
blue chrominance information, respectively.

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 8.1: YUV4:2:0 color encoded equirectangularly projected frame of a
360-degree video: (a) Y component, (b) U component, (c) V component.

8.2.3 Morphological Operations

Morphological operations including dilation, erosion, and closing can be
applied for the analysis and processing of spatial structures in digital images
and videos [34]. In this paper, morphological operations are used to expand
the regions around edges in 360◦ video frames which in turn increases the
capacity available for data hiding.

8.2.3.1 Dilation [34]

Given are two sets A (image or frame of a video) and S (structuring
element) in two-dimensional discrete space Z2 comprising of vectors a =
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(a1, a2) and s = (s1, s2), respectively. The vectors a∈A and s ∈ S represent
the discrete coordinates of the pixels in an image A and structuring element
S, respectively.

For the considered data hiding application, we assume that these coor-
dinates relate to binary images or binary video frames which allows us to
label edge and non-edge regions. Then, the dilation of A by S is defined as
the set

A⊕ S = {z|(Ŝ)z ∩A 6= ∅} (8.1)

where ⊕ is the dilation operator, ∩ denotes the intersection of two sets,
and ∅ is the empty set. Further, the translation (Ŝ)z of the reflection
Ŝ = {w|w = −s, for s ∈ S} by z = (z1, z2) is defined as

(Ŝ)z = {c|c = s+ z, for s ∈ Ŝ} (8.2)

The overall effect of this operation applied to edges is that the region
surrounding the edges is increased according to the size of the structuring
element S. In other words, dilation fills in small holes and makes objects
such as edges more visible.

8.2.3.2 Erosion [34]

The erosion of an image or video frame A by structuring element S is
defined as

A	 S = {z|(S)z ⊆ A} (8.3)

where 	 is the erosion operator. Erosion removes irrelevant detail smaller
than the structuring element S from A. In the considered spherical LSB
data hiding approach, erosion is used to retain regions with only substantial
objects while small objects are removed.

8.2.3.3 Closing [34]

The closing of an image or video frame A by structuring element S is
defined as the dilation of A by S followed by the erosion of the result by S as

A • S = (A⊕ S)	 S (8.4)

where • denotes the closing operator. The dilation filling in small holes and
erosion removing small objects results in an object contour smoothing. In
this work, the size of the structuring element S may be chosen to trade off
capacity with imperceptibility.
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8.2.4 LSB Data Hiding

LSB or b-rightmost LSB data hiding in its simplest form substitutes the
LSB or b-rightmost bits of the words of bit depth B of the cover medium
by the bits of the secret message. In this paper, secret videos are hidden in
the frames of a 360◦ cover video using bit substitution which results in a
360◦ stego-video. Depending on the capacity needed for carrying the secret
video and the desired level of imperceptibility of the hidden secret videos
to a human observer, either simple LSB or b-rightmost LSB substitution is
used. On this basis, spherical LSB data hiding together with morphological
operations are used as described in Section 8.3.

8.3 Spherical LSB Data Hiding Approach
The spherical LSB data hiding is performed on the equirectangularly

projected frames in YUV format. Given a 360◦ video with resolution N×M ,
the Y, U, and V components of each frame are organized into three regions
(see Fig. 8.2):

(1) North Pole region: A given number of lines, lY , lU , and lV are used
for LSB or b-leftmost data hiding in the Y, U, and V components,
respectively.

(2) Mid-region around the Equator: A Canny edge detector with a given
hysteresis threshold is used for detecting the edges in each frame.
Subsequently, the closing operation comprising of dilation followed by
erosion is performed along the detected edges. A structuring element
S of fixed size and LSB or b-leftmost LSB substitution are used in the
obtained area.

(3) South Pole region: A given number of lines, lY , lU , and lV are used for
LSB or b-leftmost LSB data hiding in the Y, U, and V components,
respectively.

The pseudo code of the proposed spherical LSB data hiding technique
for 360◦ videos using morphological operations is given as Algorithm 1.
Accordingly, the equirectangularly projected frames of the 360◦ cover video
are read and then YUV color encoded giving the respective resolutions of
the Y, U, and V components. The secret video is read as a bitstream which
is to be embedded into the 360◦ cover video resulting in a 360◦ stego-video.
The initialization of the parameters for data hiding in the three regions of
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Figure 8.2: Organizing the Y, U, and V components of a color encoded
frame into three regions: (1) North Pole region, (2) Mid-region, (3) South
Pole region.

the YUV frames include: (1) Selection of the amount of data to be hidden
in the three regions and (2) Selection of the number of bit planes used in
the pole regions and mid-region. On this basis, the number of lines needed
for data hiding in the pole regions and the size of the structuring element S
can be calculated.

The capacity obtained for the pole regions is used for LSB or b-rightmost
LSB data hiding in each color encoded frame of the 360◦ cover video. In
particular, LSB substitution is performed to the macro pixels (group of
pixels) of the YUV frames, i.e., macro pixels comprising four pixels in the
Y component, and one pixel in the U and V components. Data hiding in
the mid-region of the YUV frames is somewhat more involved as follows.
All operations such as Canny edge detection, closing operation, and LSB
substitution are executed with respect to the Y component of the 360◦ cover
video. LSB or b-rightmost LSB substitution within the edge regions of the
Y component is then used to hide data of the secret video in the mid-region.
Further, using LSB substitution throughout the mid-region, the U and V
components are used to hide the edge map of the Y component that is
needed at the receiver. The output of Algorithm 1 is a frame of the 360◦
stego-video.
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Algorithm 1 Spherical LSB Data Hiding in 360◦ Videos Using Canny Edge
Detection and the Closing Operation

1: read equirectangularly projected frames of the 360◦ cover video.
2: perform YUV color encoding to obtain:

(1) Y frames of resolution N ×M .
(2) U and V frames both of resolution N/2×M/2.

3: read the secret video as bitstream of length Ltot.
4: select the amounts of data to be hidden in the pole regions and the

mid-region of each frame of the 360◦ cover video.
5: select the number of bit planes b and bmid to be used in the pole regions

and the mid-region, respectively.
6: calculate the number of frames of the 360◦ cover video needed to hide

the secret video.
7: calculate the number of lines lY , lU , lV needed for data hiding in the

YUV components of the pole regions.
8: calculate the size of the structuring element S to be used in the mid-

region with the closing operation.
9: perform LSB or b-rightmost LSB substitution in the Y, U, and V frames

of the 360◦ cover video for the selected number of lines lY , lU , lV per
frame for the pole regions.

10: perform Canny edge detection on the Y component in the mid-region
of the cover video:
(1) perform noise reduction based on Gaussian filtering.
(2) find intensity gradient and direction for each pixel.
(3) perform non-maximum suppression.
(4) apply hysteresis thresholding.

11: perform the closing operation on edge video frame A by structuring
element S: A • S = (A⊕ S)	 S.

12: perform LSB or b-rightmost LSB substitution within edge regions of
the Y component in the mid-region of the cover video.

13: hide the edge map in the U and V components using 2-rightmost LSB
substitution.

14: generate 360◦ stego-frame.

8.4 Performance Metrics
8.4.1 Capacity

Data hiding capacity or capacity in the context of this paper refers to the
amount of secret bits that a 360◦ cover video can embed. Let the width and
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height of the 360◦ cover video be denoted as NCV and MCV , respectively.
Then, the capacity C measured in bpp per frame may be defined as the
average number of secret bits contained in each pixel of a frame of the 360◦
cover video:

C = Stot

NCV ×MCV
(8.5)

where Stot denotes the total number of pixels available at the pole regions
and mid-region for a given number of lines and after performing the closing
operation, respectively.

8.4.2 Weighted-to-Spherically-Uniform PSNR

To use source encoding formats that are readily available for conventional
videos, the samples on the spherical surface are to be mapped onto the plane.
As the relationship between the pixels in these two spaces is non-linear,
quality assessment of algorithms in 360◦ video processing chains needs to be
spherically performed such that distortions are measured correctly.

The WS-PSNR has been proposed in [30] and accounts for the warping
effect induced by the mapping between plane and sphere. WS-PSNR is calcu-
lated in two steps: 1) Measure distortions of samples in the plane, 2) Weight
these distortions with respect to the projection area of the corresponding
surface on the sphere.

In particular, let w(i, j) be the weight of pixels at position (i, j) on the
sphere for a given projection format. The weighted mean squared error
(WMSE) is then defined as [30]

WMSE =

N−1∑
i=0

M−1∑
j=0

{
[x(i, j)− y(i, j)]2 · w(i, j)

}
N−1∑
i=0

M−1∑
j=0

w(i, j)
(8.6)

where
w(i, j)erp = cos

[(j + 0.5−M/2)π
M

]
(8.7)

applies for the equirectangular projection used in this paper and M = N/2.
In view of (8.6), the WS-PSNR is given by

WS-PSNR = 10 log
(
MAX2

WMSE

)
(8.8)
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where MAX is the maximum pixel value for a given bit depth. In this paper,
we have used the source code of WS-PSNR provided in [35] to produce the
results in Section 8.6.

8.5 Experimental Design
In this section, we provide the details of the videos used to produce the

numerical results as well as a description of the different spherical LSB data
hiding scenarios.

In particular, 5 frames of the 360◦ cover video with resolution 4096×2048
pixels in equirectangular projection format from the VQA-ODV database [36,
37] was used to hide a conventional secret video. The secret video of original
resolution 1920 × 1080 pixels was selected from the database reported in
[38, 39] and resized to 320 × 240 pixels prior to the data hiding process.
The secret video was read as a binary file using the function fread(.) of the
MATLAB computer vision toolbox.

8.5.1 Experiment 1

First, we consider the case that spherical LSB data hiding is performed
only in Region 1 and 3 at the North and South Pole (see Fig. 8.2), respectively,
while the mid-region is kept free of secret data. Experiment 1 provides
insights on how many lines and bit planes at the poles can be used for
data hiding until the quality of the resulting 360◦ stego-video suffers severe
degradation. For this purpose, seven different scenarios of spherical LSB
data hiding are considered (see Table 8.1). Accordingly, the number of lines
lY , lU , and lV of the Y, U, and V color encoded components at the pole
regions, respectively, are increased as well as the number b of bit planes.
This increases the capacity offered by the 360◦ cover video for spherical LSB
data hiding at the expense of reduced quality.

8.5.2 Experiment 2

In this experiment, Region 2 (see Fig. 8.2) of the equirectangularly pro-
jected 360◦ cover video is also used for spherical LSB data hiding. However,
the modification in this region is applied only to the areas of the mid-region
where the intensity changes significantly while the smooth areas are kept
unchanged. For this purpose, the closing operation with varying size of
the structuring element S together with Canny edge detection are used to
increase capacity for data hiding. It is noted that only the LSB is used in the
mid-region while bit planes b = 1 to 6 are used in regions around the poles.
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Table 8.1: Scenarios considered in Experiment 1

Y lines U lines V lines Bit planes
ID lY lU lV b

1 100 50 50 1–6
2 200 100 100 1–6
3 300 150 150 1–6
4 400 200 200 1–6
5 500 250 250 1–6
6 600 300 300 1–6
7 700 350 350 1–6

Further, the size of the structuring element used with the closing operation
is increased as follows: 2× 2, 5× 5, 10× 10, 15× 15, and 20× 20 pixels (see
Table 8.2). As a result, the mid-region also contributes an amount of pixels
to further increase the total capacity.

Table 8.2: Scenarios considered in Experiment 2

Y lines U lines V lines Bit planes b Size of S in
ID lY lU lV at the poles the mid-region

8 100 50 50 1–6 2× 2
100 50 50 1–6 5× 5
100 50 50 1–6 10× 10
100 50 50 1–6 15× 15
100 50 50 1–6 20× 20

9 300 150 150 1–6 2× 2
300 150 150 1–6 5× 5
300 150 150 1–6 10× 10
300 150 150 1–6 15× 15
300 150 150 1–6 20× 20

10 700 350 350 1–6 2× 2
700 350 350 1–6 5× 5
700 350 350 1–6 10× 10
700 350 350 1–6 15× 15
700 350 350 1–6 20× 20
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8.5.3 Experiment 3

In this third experiment, the impact of LSB data hiding in the mid-region
is further studied while data hiding in the pole regions is fixed. In particular,
the width in terms of lines of Region 1 and 3 at the poles are set to lY = 300
and lU = lV = 150 and the number of bit planes is chosen as b = 2 bits.
As for Region 2, Canny edge detection together with the closing operation
are used. Unlike Experiment 2, the number of bit planes in the mid-region
spans from bmid = 1 to 6 as an additional means to increase capacity. The
size of the structuring element S is set to 2× 2, 5× 5, 10× 10, 15× 15, and
20× 20 pixels around the edges (see Table 8.3).

Table 8.3: Scenarios considered in Experiment 3

Y lines U lines V lines Bit planes bmid Size of S in
ID lY lU lV in mid-region the mid-region

11 300 150 150 1–6 2× 2
300 150 150 1–6 5× 5
300 150 150 1–6 10× 10
300 150 150 1–6 15× 15
300 150 150 1–6 20× 20

8.6 Experimental Results

8.6.1 Performance of spherical LSB Data Hiding at Pole
Regions

Let us commence with the performance assessment of the scenarios for
the spherical LSB data hiding being applied to the North and South Pole
regions according to the scenarios specified for Experiment 1.

Fig. 8.3(a) illustrates the increase of capacity in bpp per frame that is
offered by the 360◦ cover video obtained by increasing the number of lines
used at the pole regions. For a given number of lines, capacity can be further
increased by engaging additional bit planes. For example, for lY = 700 (and
lU = lV = 350) and b = 6, a capacity of slightly above 6 bpp/frame can be
achieved.

Fig. 8.3(b) shows the impact that increasing capacity has on the objective
perceptual video quality of the stego-video in terms of WS-PSNR. For the
case that only the LSB is used, WS-PSNR decreases with the increase of
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number of lines engaged at the poles but is kept high over the whole range
from lY = 100 to 700 lines. On the other hand, the more bit planes are
used for data hiding, the more severe is the reduction in WS-PSNR. In the
extreme case of applying 700 lines at the poles and 6 bit planes for data
hiding, WS-PSNR drops to 23 dB which results in a 360◦ stego-video of
perceptually poor quality. As such, a trade-off between capacity and quality
needs to be considered such that the specifications of a particular application
are fulfilled.

To illustrate the relationship between capacity and quality, sample frames
of selected scenarios of Experiment 1 are provided in Figs. 8.4(a)-(d). As
can be seen from these figures, for the case that only the LSB (b = 1) is used
for data hiding, high quality of the stego-video is maintained independent
of the number of lines lY and lU = lV = lY /2 (see Figs. 8.4(a) and (c)). In
contrast, for the case that b = 6 bit planes are used, quality degradation in
the regions around the poles is clearly visible (see Figs. 8.4(b) and (d)).

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.3: Performance of spherical LSB data hiding at the pole regions of
the 360◦ cover video: (a) Capacity, (b) WS-PSNR.
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(a) lY = 100, lU = lV = 50, b = 1 (b) lY = 100, lU = lV = 50, b = 6

(c) lY = 700, lU = lV = 350, b = 1 (d) lY = 700, lU = lV = 350, b = 6

Figure 8.4: Sample frames of the 360◦ stego-video for different number of
lines and bit planes at the pole regions.

8.6.2 Performance of Spherical LSB Data Hiding at the Poles
and Using Morphological Operations at the Mid-Region

The total spatial resources of the 360◦ cover video are now used for hiding
data in a given number of lines at the poles and the Canny edge detection
together with the closing operation for the mid-region of the equirectangularly
projected frames. Recall that the bit planes in Experiment 2 are varied from
b = 1 to 6 in the pole regions while only the LSB (bmid = 1) is used in the
mid-region but the size of the structuring element S is increased.

Fig. 8.5(a) shows the capacity that can be reached by making the mid-
region of the frames available for data hiding. For the case of lY = 100, it is
observed that the capacity increases by about 0.5 bpp per frame as the size
of the structuring element S increases from 2×2 pixels to 20×20 pixels. The
increase in capacity due to increasing the size of the structuring element S
is less pronounced when lY = 300 and 700 lines are used at the pole regions.
This is because the mid-region available for data hiding reduces with the
increase of the number of lines used at the pole regions.

On the other hand, as can be seen from Fig. 8.5(b), the effect of LSB
data hiding in the mid-region on WS-PSNR induced by increasing the size
of the structuring element S is not as significant compared to increasing
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the number of bit planes at the poles. In fact, WS-PSNR is almost entirely
dominated by the number of bit planes used at the pole regions for b ≥ 3
while the size of the structuring element S does not cause notable quality
degradation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.5: Performance of spherical LSB data hiding at the pole regions and
morphological operations at the mid-region: (a) Capacity, (b) WS-PSNR.

Figs. 8.6(a)-(d) show selected sample frames for different number of
lines and bit planes at the pole regions while in the mid-region only LSB
substitution is used and the size of the structuring element S is kept constant
as 20× 20 pixels. Visual inspection of the sample frames in Figs. 8.6(a) and
(c) clearly illustrate that the hidden information is imperceptible if only LSB
data hiding is used at the pole regions. As shown in Figs. 8.6(b) and (d),
increasing the number of bit planes used for data hiding at the poles to the
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(a) lY = 100, lU = lV = 50, b = 1,
SE = 20 × 20

(b) lY = 100, lU = lV = 50, b = 6,
SE = 20 × 20

(c) lY = 700, lU = lV = 350, b = 1,
SE = 20 × 20

(d) lY = 700, lU = lV = 350, b = 6,
SE = 20 × 20

Figure 8.6: Sample frames of the 360◦ stego-video for different number of
lines and bit planes at the poles and large structuring element S of size
20× 20 pixels applied through the closing operation to the mid-region.

extreme case of b = 6 causes severe quality degradation at the pole regions.
This degradation becomes increasingly perceivable the higher the number
of lines, i.e., from lY = 100 (see Fig. 8.6(b)) to lY = 700 (see Fig. 8.6(d)).
The proposed method therefore provides a wide range of trade-offs between
capacity and quality which can be controlled by the number of lines, number
of bit planes, and size of the structuring element S.

8.6.3 Performance of Spherical LSB Data Hiding Using
Morphological Operations and Higher Bit Planes at the
Mid-Region

Finally, we study the performance that can be achieved by using higher bit
planes in the mid-region together with the closing operation and increasing
size of the structuring element S. In particular, the size of the structuring
element S is increased from 2× 2 pixels to 20× 20 pixels and the bit planes
in the mid-region is varied from bmid = 1 to 6. The parameters for the pole
regions are kept fixed as lY = 300, lU = lV = 150, and b = 2.

Fig. 8.7(a) shows that increasing the size of the structuring element S
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increases the capacity accordingly. While this increase in capacity is rather
minor for smaller number of bit planes bmid = 1 to 2, significant capacity
improvements are observed for bmid = 3 to 6. Specifically, for the size of the
structuring element S of 20× 20 pixels, the capacity increases from 1.7 bpp
per frame (bmid = 1) to 3.8 bpp per frame (bmid = 6).

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.7: Performance of spherical LSB data hiding with different number
of bit planes used at the mid-region: (a) Capacity, (b) WS-PSNR.

Fig. 8.7(b) illustrates that WS-PSNR is kept high being almost constant
for bmid = 1 and bmid = 2 irrespective of the size of the structuring element
S. Once the number of bit planes used for data hiding is set to bmid ≥ 3,
WS-PSNR deteriorates more pronounced and becomes severe for bmid = 6.

Figs. 8.8(a)-(d) provide sample frames of the 360◦ stego-video for different
number of bit planes supporting a visual inspection of the different quality
levels. Although WS-PSNR becomes increasingly low for the considered
cases, quality degradations become more noticeable for bmid = 5 and bmid = 6.
This applies specifically to the ground floor which clearly changes texture.
However, the perceived quality seems to be not as poor as the low WS-PSNR
value would suggest. This is thought to be due to the fact that WS-PSNR,
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although accounting for the warping effect induced by the sphere to plane
projection, is based on a pixel-to-pixel comparison. As such, subjective
experiments may be conducted in future work to study the correlation
between opinion scores given by the participants and different objective
perceptual quality metrics.

(a) bmid = 3 (b) bmid = 4

(c) bmid = 5 (d) bmid = 6

Figure 8.8: Sample frames of the 360◦ stego-video for different number of bit
planes used at the mid-region with size of the structuring element S fixed to
20× 20 pixels: (a) bmid = 3, (b) bmid = 4, (c) bmid = 5, (d) bmid = 6 (Pole
regions: lY = 300, lU = lV = 150, b = 2).

8.7 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, a spherical LSB data hiding technique using morphological

operations has been proposed to embed secret videos in 360◦ cover videos.
Three regions of the equirectangular projection of the sphere to the plane
have been defined for data hiding and applied to the YUV color encoded
360◦ videos. Since humans pay less attention to the poles compared to
the mid-region when watching spherical visual stimuli, simple LSB or b-
rightmost LSB substitution has been used at the poles to produce capacity.
This strategy also takes advantage of the redundancy at the poles and
warping effect induced by the equirectangular projection. The mid-region
of the YUV frames of the 360◦ videos uses a Canny edge detector followed
by the closing operation. This processing results in broader edge areas
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and increases capacity that can be used for data hiding in the mid-region.
This component of the proposed data hiding technique is motivated by
the HVS being less sensitive to sharp intensity changes in edge regions.
A performance assessment of the proposed technique has been performed
in terms of capacity and WS-PSNR. Numerical results are provided for
a wide range of scenarios illustrating the trade-offs between capacity and
quality. These trade-offs can be controlled by the number of lines in the
pole regions, size of the structuring element in the mid-region, and number
of bit planes used in the different regions. Future work includes conducting
subjective experiments that produce a ground truth for quality assessment
of the proposed spherical LSB data hiding technique. The obtained ground
truth will also allow system designers to benchmark existing and to develop
novel objective perceptual quality metrics for 360◦ videos that take visual
attention mechanisms into account.
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Modern telecommunication systems have seen an 
increased demand on delivering digital media such 
as messages, audio, images, videos, and immersive 
media. This applies especially to mobile communi-
cation systems which, for the currently rolled out 
fifth generation (5G), are expected to cater for 
virtual reality and augmented reality applications. 
Recently, discussions on sixth generation (6G) 
mobile communication systems have commenced 
that foresee an increased portfolio of digital media 
including digital twins and holopresence. Further, 
securing communication to prevent access from 
adversaries and hiding secret information have be-
come an integral part of digital communications to 
provide data confidentiality, data integrity, user au-
thentication, and non-repudiation. Cryptography 
aims at securely protecting the content of messag-
es to prevent unauthorized access to information 
while the objective of steganography is to conceal 
the existence of messages. Steganography consti-
tutes a class of information hiding techniques that 
provides covert communication between two par-
ties such that the information exchange cannot be 
observed by an attacker. In general terms, a secret 
object is embedded in a cover object to constitute 
a stego-object. Since the human auditory system 
and human visual system are relatively insensitive 
to small changes in digital media, hiding secret 
information in digital audio, images, and videos 
is increasingly been used. This thesis focuses on 
applying steganography to new digital media, i.e., 
high-definition (HD) images and 360° videos which 
both have significantly larger resolutions com-

pared to conventional digital images and videos. 
This feature allows for hiding larger amounts of se-
cret data in HD cover images and 360° cover vid-
eos. To keep the computational load of data hiding 
low, least significant bit (LSB) data hiding methods 
are considered and their performance is assessed.

This thesis is divided into an introduction part and 
a research part based on four peer-reviewed pub-
lications. The introduction part contains funda-
mentals of data hiding, terminologies used in ste-
ganography, LSB data hiding, and metrics used to 
assess the performance of data hiding techniques. 
A classification of LSB data hiding techniques in 
digital media is proposed. Furthermore, compre-
hensive surveys of the state-of-the-art LSB data 
hiding techniques used for conventional digital im-
ages and videos are provided. The first paper in the 
research part examines moderately significant bit 
data hiding techniques for HD images. In contrast 
to LSB data hiding, the potential of HD images to 
engage higher bit planes for increasing the capacity 
of hiding secret images is explored. In the second 
paper, positioning strategies for light-weight data 
hiding of secret images in moderately significant 
bits of HD cover images are proposed and exam-
ined. The third paper proposes a spherical light-
weight data hiding technique for 360° videos with 
equirectangular projection between sphere and 
plane. Finally, the fourth paper proposes a spheri-
cal LSB data hiding approach to embed secret vid-
eos in 360° cover videos along with morphological 
operations.
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